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Abstract

We investigate models of first-order logic designed to give semantics to reductive proof-
search systems, with special attention to the so-called γ- and δ-rules controlling quantifiers.
The key innovation is the use of syntax and semantics with (finitely-supported) name-
symmetry, in the style of nominal techniques.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background on reductive proof search
It is not enough to study proof in principle; we may also want to prove things in

practice. This means creating notions of derivation that are succinct and susceptible
to automation. Propositional logic is decidable; it is when we introduce variables and
quantification ∀ and so come to predicate logic, that things become interesting.1

In brief, this paper presents a new syntax and semantics within which to understand
the very special treatment of variables in proof-search. What makes the syntax and
semantics special is that we base it on finitely-supported name-symmetry—that is, on
nominal terms [UPG04, Gab12b] and nominal sets [GP01, Gab11a].

To see how this works, we need to consider proof-search and some of the difficulties it
presents, with special attention to quantifiers. We concentrate on notions of proof-search
designed to work backwards from the desired goal towards tautologies; this is often
called reductive, analytic, or backward proof-search. Examples include sequent [Gen35],
tableau [Fit96], matrix [Wal90], and indexed-formula-tree systems [Die11]. An excellent
survey by Fitting is in [DGHP99, Chapter 1]; see also the clearly-written textbooks by
Fitting [Fit96] and Smullyan [Smu68].

1This paper will consider classical logic, so ∃ is considered a dual of ∀. Nothing in this paper will depend
on that, and a separate treatment of ∃ would be quite possible.
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The quantifier ∀ typically generates a pair of rules. Depending on whether the reader
thinks in sequent or tableau style, this pair may be called left-intro and right-intro rules, or
(δ∀) and (γ∀) rules (see [Fit96] or the discussion below) respectively. Intuitively:

1. left-intro/(γ∀) means “∀x.φ implies [r/x]φ for any r”, where here [r/x] is the usual
capture-avoiding substitution of r for x.2 Call r a witness.

2. right-intro/(δ∀) means “[r/x]φ for some sufficiently generic r implies ∀x.φ”.

Both of these rules are subtle.
The left-intro/(γ∀) intuition has obvious potential for branching and we want to

delay the choice of witness as long as possible. This motivates us to introduce a distinct
class of variables into our syntax, variously called existential variables, meta-variables, proof-
search variables, or (in tableaux) free variables. These are variables whose instantiation
transforms the proof as a whole, and this instantiation is typically delayed as long as
possible. Free/existential variables3 are written X in this paper and we use some new
technology from nominal terms [UPG04] to handle them—but more on that later.

Concerning (δ∀): what should ‘sufficiently generic’ mean? The standard rule, familiar
in some form to most readers, is to take a fresh entity variously called a fresh constant, a fresh
variable, an eigenvariable, or parameter. Here is the (δ−∀) rule of Figure 3, corresponding to
Fitting’s original free-variable4 δ-rule [Fit90, Section 7.4] but written in sequent style:

Γ ` ψ,∆ (x fresh for Γ,∆)

Γ ` ∀x.ψ,∆

But this rule is not efficient. A concrete discussion of why, with examples and ref-
erences, is in Subsection 3.2.6. For this Introduction we merely note the intuition that
x is unnecessarily generic; by just choosing x ‘completely fresh’ we do not record—and
so cannot take advantage of—information present in the sequent about exactly what
variables exist at the moment x was created.

An industry exists in devising rules to prove ∀a.φ more efficiently:

• Fitting’s free-variable δ-rule from the first edition of his book [Fit90, Section 7.4].
• Its ‘liberalised’ version δ+, introduced by Hähnle in [HS94] and also treated in the

second edition of Fitting’s book [Fit96, Section 7.4].
• The rule δ++ from [BHS93] (which also includes a particularly nice exposition).
• The rule δ∗ [BF95]. This had some errors: one was corrected at the TABLEAUX

conference by the authors; another was treated later in [CNA07, Subsection 5.3].

2Like this: (∀y.P(y, x))[y/x] = ∀y′.P(y′, y). For the specific definitions on the syntax of this paper, see
Subsection 2.2 and in particular Figure 2.

3There is a potentially confusing terminology clash here. The first author was brought up on sequents,
λ-calculi, and semantics, and callsX an existential variable. The second author grew up in the theorem proving
community where Smullyan’s α, β, γ, and δ provides a lingua franca, in which X is called a free variable. This
clashes with the notion of ‘free variables of’ of a predicate or λ-term.

Since we are trying to straddle two communities, we give both possible names where there is any possibility
of doubt. In any case, wherever the reader sees X in this paper, this is a variable we try to instantiate to make a
proof work out.

4In our notation in this paper, based on variable-conditions and permission sets instead of Skolemisation,
there is no obvious difference from the rule for a calculus without free variables [Fit90, Section 6.1], because
our notion of ‘free atoms of’ includes the permission sets of the free/existential variables in Γ,∆.
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• The rule δ∗∗ [CA00]. This had an error which was discussed and corrected in
[CNA07, Subsection 5.4].

• The rule δε [GA99, Section 4.1].

Efficiency gains arise from fine-grained analysis of name-generation and name-dependency.
Generally speaking, the more parsimoniously a rule can generate names and record de-
pendencies, the more efficiently it can be implemented.

These speedups can be significant, and the literature above is computationally well-
motivated. The (δ+) of [HS94] allows at least an exponential speedup relative to (δ−)

[Fit96], and the (δ+
+

) of [BHS93] allows a further exponential speedup relative to (δ+).
For more discussion see [BF95, Section 3].

Names are also what nominal techniques, developed by the first author and others,
were created to study. So in this paper we turn our nominal toolkit to model the variable
behavior typically seen in reductive proof-search.

Just to be clear: this paper is not about creating a more efficient proof-search system
and we make no particular claims to efficiency. However, the syntax and semantics
are new and throw a new light on the problem of variables in proof-search, and their
semantics.5

Whether this will lead to better algorithms is an open question, but it may well lead
to shorter and better mathematical proofs (and perhaps even contribute to avoiding
mistakes in algorithms).

We will use two nominal tools: permissive-nominal terms from [DGM10] (a simplifica-
tion of the nominal terms from [UPG04]) and the nominal sets semantics from [GP01]. For
surveys of the applications of permissive-nominal terms and nominal sets to logic and
specification in general, see two survey papers [Gab11a, Gab12b].

This paper will be self-contained; for background theory we include pointers to the
literature. We will consider a non-Skolemising version of Fitting’s original free-variable
δ-rule (see (δ−) in Figure 3) and a novel (δX) rule (see Figure 5). Both rules are expressed
using a nominal syntax.

1.2. Summary of the paper
. . . in a paragraph: rule (δ−∀) in Figure 3 is analogous to the usual ∀-right rule. It generates
a fresh symbol (atom, in this paper). As mentioned above, it turns out that this rule
(in combination with the other rules) is inefficient for practical proof-search. Rule (δX∀)
in Figure 5 is an example of a ‘liberalised δ-rule’, of which many have appeared in the
literature as cited above. Rule (δX∀) introduces another kind of variable X . In fact X
is existential, in the sense that X can be instantiated globally throughout a derivation
(see e.g. Subsection 3.2.2). However, (δX) also adds X to a maximisation condition X↑[a]φ
(Definition 4.5). Maximisation conditions allow us to restrict the domain over which X
can range. Using negation we can (see Subsection 6.2) restrict X to range over elements
that try to falsify φ[a7→X], giving X a universal flavour with respect to φ[a7→X].

5This paper is not about Nominal Isabelle [Urb08], which is an implementation of nominal abstract syntax
from [GP99, GP01] in Higher-Order Logic. This paper is about proof-search using nominal terms (which is not
the same thing as nominal abstract syntax) with semantics in nominal sets. What these applications have in
common is a requirement to handle rich name-based behaviour, which in both cases is addressed with nominal
techniques.
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We will see in this paper that nominal syntax and semantics can simplify material;
they can also lead to new ideas. For instance, the contents of this paper are a simplification
of [Wir04], which is 102 pages long; see also [Wir11].6 This paper is not just a repeat of
the previous work and the nominal terms syntax, the maximising hypersequent syntax
and rewrites, and nominal semantics, are different, and the semantics in particular is very
different indeed. A qualitative change in complexity is apparent: the nominal syntax,
semantics, and presentation are simpler.

Conversely, through a study of reductive proof-search we obtain some new and
interesting ‘nominal’ constructions. These include:

• Application of nominal unknowns X from [UPG04, DGM10, Gab12b] directly to
proof-search. In nominal unification from [UPG04], unknowns had an existential
flavour and ranged over nominal terms. This paper takes the idea much further, mak-
ing unknowns range over witnesses to higher-order logic predicates. We suspect
that this far from exhausts the expressivity and flexibility of permissive-nominal
terms, and the application in this paper may be prototypical for many other appli-
cations not yet considered.
For compatibility with the tableau literature, we call unknowns (free) variables in
this paper.

• Interpretation of existential variables, and of universal variables by using maximisa-
tion conditions in Section 4. To model what happens in the tableau systems, we
use a mechanism (maximisation condition) which can make an existential unknown
(free variable) play the role of a universal parameter for a specific predicate. This is
entirely new, from a nominal perspective.

• The construction of the functional model in Subsection 7.2. This construction has
been known to the first author since 2006, and was first used in [DG10, DG12a]. See
also [DG12b].

1.3. Map of the paper
The section and subsection titles should be fairly self-explanatory but it might help to

gather up some exposition in an itemised list:

• Subsection 2.1 establishes some of the basic pieces needed for the rest of the paper.
This only makes sense in the context of what we will then do with it.
• Nominal terms are discussed in Subsection 2.2. By then we can write down formulae

(terms of type o). The term language is just that of higher-order logic, but enriched
with proof-search variables which we writeX and which are, technically, unknowns
from nominal terms.

• In Subsection 2.3 we consider ‘free atoms of’ and α-equivalence for atoms a. This is
off-the-shelf from the theory of permissive-nominal terms, but if the reader has not
seen this before it will be new because the nominal terms theory of α-equivalence
is actually rather powerful, being based on permutations (symmetry).

6[Wir11] simplifies [Wir04] using ‘nominal’ ideas, and documents this process in successive revisions (the
authors are grateful to a SICSA grant which supported this work). The current paper follows a similar project
but from the other direction by adding ideas from [Wir04] to nominal syntax and semantics.
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• In Subsection 2.4 we introduce instantiation of proof-search variables X . Again,
this is off-the-shelf from permissive-nominal terms, but again the uninitiated reader
will have to pay attention. We illustrate the definitions with plenty of examples.
• We now have enough to define sequents in Subsection 3.1, followed by detailed

examples in Subsection 3.2.
• Section 4 mirrors Section 3 but now we treat maximising hypersequents. It is probably

fair to say that this is where the material starts to become intrinsically difficult rather
than just potentially unfamiliar. Again, we give plenty of examples.

• Section 5 builds the denotation needed to give nominal semantics to the material
up to this point: Subsection 5.1 introduces necessary background on nominal sets.
The difference from ordinary sets is that atoms and their permutations are taken
as primitive so that atoms and binding in the syntax get translated directly to
corresponding structure on the nominal sets. Subsection 5.2 takes this further to
model the full structure of terms.

• By this point, in Section 6 we have everything we need to interpret sequents and
prove soundness of the proof-search ‘algorithms’ from Sections 3 and 4. As is often
the case, with the right definitions in place this is not actually particularly hard.
But it is the crux of the paper.

• Section 7 builds two models by hand—one model out of syntax, another model
out of ‘ordinary’ sets. The interest here is to prove that non-trivial models of the
preceding material exist. We can also adapt other work to give yet more models,
but the models we consider here are sufficient to make the point and to illustrate
the nominal semantics.

• Section 8 considers choice, partly because choice is interesting, partly because
much other literature appeals to it, and partly because nominal techniques have a
somewhat undeserved reputation for causing difficulty with choice. So, we verify
explicitly and by hand that it works, and how it works.

2. Nominal terms

2.1. Atoms, variables, types, and permutations
We describe the elements from which we build our syntax. This is background

material; the reader who wants to understand through examples can look at Example 2.18
(example terms) and Subsection 3.2 (example derivations).

Broadly speaking: types are the simple types of higher-order logic with base types
for data; atoms a are universal variables; variables X are existential variables; constants
are as usual; and permutations are as standard for nominal techniques and represent
the symmetry implicit in α-conversion and the ‘freshness side-conditions’ typical of
reasoning with α-conversion.

Extensive discussion of these definitions (and why they are generally useful) can be
found in [GP01, UPG04, Che05, BU07, Gab11a, Gab12b].
Definition 2.1. Fix a set of base types τ . Define types α inductively by:

α ::= o | τ | α→ α

6
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Remark 2.2. In Definition 2.1 o will be a type for truth-values (see the distinguished
constants in Definition 2.8). The base types τ are for data, like numbers N. α → β is a
function type.

For now these types are just formal elements of an inductively defined set. It is up
to us to give them meaning consistent with these intuitions; see for instance the typing
rules for terms in Figure 1, and the map from α to a nominal set JαK in Definition 5.12.

A minimal interesting set of types would assume just types o (truth-values), i (individ-
uals, to be populated by our favourite data), and function-types. The reader who prefers
their types minimal can assume that this is all we have, and no harm will come of it.
Definition 2.3. For each type α fix a disjoint countably infinite set Aα of atoms of that
type and define A =

⋃
α Aα.

a, b, c, . . . will range over distinct atoms (we call this the permutative convention).
Write type(a) for the type of a, so that a ∈ Atype(a).

Definition 2.4. Let S, T , and U range over finite sets of atoms, not necessarily all of the
same type. So for instance if type(a) = α and type(b) = β then S might be equal to {a, b}.

For each S and type α fix a disjoint countably infinite set of variables Vα,S and define
V =

⋃
α,S Vα,S . X,Y, Z will range over distinct variables.7

If X ∈ Vα,S write pms(X) for S and call this the permission set of X , and write
type(X) for α and call this the type of X .
Remark 2.5. We pause to discuss atoms, variables, and permission sets specifically with
regards to the literature on proof-search.

• Atoms a are universal variables; in proof-search ∀a.φ gets transformed to φ where
a is fresh. See (δ−∀) in Figure 3.
In the literature this kind of structure is also called a parameter or eigenvariable. This
is the kind of entity that is introduced by the usual (∀R) rules of sequent systems.

• VariablesX are existential variables, ‘Skolemised’ over the atoms in their permission
set; in proof-search ¬∀a.φ gets transformed to ¬φ[a 7→X]. See (γ¬∀) in Figure 3.
This corresponds to the dummy variable of [Pra60, Pra83] and [Kan63] and to the
free variable of [Fit96] and footnote 11 of [Pra60], to the meta-variable of planning and
constraint solving, and to the free γ-variable of [Wir04].

Atoms enter nominal techniques as set-theoretic urelemente in Fraenkel-Mostowski set
theory; for detailed historical notes see [Gab11a] (especially Remark 2.22). They were
originally used to represent atomic variable symbols of abstract syntax with binding
[GP01]. Atoms are ‘names of which nothing else is known’—just like ‘parameters’ in
proof-search. Also like parameters, atoms can be generated fresh (cf. the N-quantifier
[GP01, Gab11a]). So structurally, atoms in Fraenkel-Mostowski sets and parameters in
proof-search are similar, and using one to model the other makes sense.

One feature that our system has over parameters, eigenvariables, dummy variables,
and so on as cited above, is that permissive-nominal terms are embedded in a broader
semantic theory of nominal techniques [Gab11a, Gab12b]. This broader theory is the tool
that we will use to build our semantics for the quantifier rules and proof-search.

7In [UPG04, DGM10] variables are called unknowns.
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Permutations in nominal techniques are how we express that atoms are symmetric
up to permutative renaming. Permutations will feature in the syntax (Definition 2.10)
and also in the models (Subsection 5.1):
Definition 2.6. A permutation is a bijection on A such that:

• a ∈ Aα if and only if π(a) ∈ Aα (so π preserves types).
• nontriv(π) = {a | π(a) 6= a} is finite.

Notation 2.7. The following notation may be useful:

• Write id for the identity permutation such that id(a) = a for all a.
• Write π′ ◦π for composition, so that (π′ ◦π)(a) = π′(π(a)), and write π-1 for inverse,

so that π-1 ◦ π = id = π ◦ π-1.
• Suppose a, b ∈ Aτ for some τ . Then write (a b) for the swapping8 mapping a to b, b

to a, and all other c to themselves, and take (a a) = id . As a matter of convenience,
wherever we write a swapping this comes with an assumption that the two atoms
have the same type.

2.2. Terms and types of terms
The terms here are a species of permissive-nominal term [DGM10] which simplify

nominal terms from [UPG04] by eliminating freshness contexts. For intuitions of terms,
see Example 2.18.
Definition 2.8. Fix a set of constants, to each of which is associated a type. f, g, h will
range over distinct constants; we write type(f) for the type of f.

Assume the following distinguished constants:

> : o ¬ : o→ o ∧ : o→ o→ o ∀α : (α→ o)→ o

Remark 2.9. At the moment the distinguished constants above are just formal symbols,
which become part of the syntax of terms in Definition 2.10. What makes them ‘distin-
guished’ is how they are interpreted:

• The rewrite rules in Figure 3 give the distinguished constants operational signifi-
cance in a proof-search framework. So for instance, the rules (α¬∧) and (β∧) make
∧ behave like a conjunction.

• The nominal algebra axioms in Figure 8 given the distinguished constants signif-
icance in a preorder. The axioms make, for instance, ∧ behave like a least upper
bound in the preorder.

(Figures 3 and 8 use syntactic sugar from Notation 2.15.)
So the significance of Definition 2.8 is that Definition 2.10 is not just a simply-typed

λ-calculus with existential variables (the X)—it is a syntax for higher-order logic with
nominal variables.

8This terminology is consistent with [GP01]. This is also called a transposition.
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Definition 2.10. Define (permissive-nominal) terms inductively by:

r ::= a | π·X | f | r′r | [a]r

Above, π·X is a formal pair of a permutation π and a variable X ; we discuss this in
Remark 2.11.

We let r, s, t range over terms. As is standard, r1r2 associates to the left (so r1r2r3
means (r1r2)r3).
Remark 2.11. We briefly run through the parts of Definition 2.10.

• a is an atom and is discussed in Remark 2.5.
• X is a free or existential variable. As standard for nominal terms [UPG04] we do

not inject X directly into the term syntax; X becomes a term only together with a
permutation π. We call the pair π·X a moderated variable.
We may write id ·X just as X (Notation 2.15), but there remains a formal distinction
between ‘X the variable’ and ‘id ·X the permissive-nominal term’.
This moderation is important for the permissive-nominal terms theory ofα-equivalence;
see Remark 2.14 and Example 2.24.

• f is a constant; examples of constants are in Definition 2.8.
• r′r is an application, and
• [a]r is an abstraction.

Example terms follow shortly in Example 2.18, after we have built a typing relation.
First, we discuss why atoms are not the same thing as constant symbols:
Remark 2.12 (Atoms are not constants). Atoms are not constant symbols. The best way
to understand this is in the models; models are subject to a symmetry group action
permuting atoms, and atoms get translated from the syntax to the denotation in specific
ways. In contrast, there are fewer restrictions on how constants are interpreted.

So note in Definition 5.27 how atoms, permutations, and atoms-abstractions get
translated directly to corresponding semantic notions which are assumed as primitive
in the model. A constant symbol is just interpreted by some element of the model. No
special symmetry properties are assumed.

The term [a]r only makes sense because the interpretation of a in the model is specific
in such a way that atoms-abstraction [a]- has a specific meaning. It makes no sense to talk
about [f]r because there is no restriction on how f is interpreted.
Remark 2.13 (Permissive-nominal syntax). For the reader familiar with nominal terms,
note that the syntax of Definition 2.10 is permissive-nominal [DGM09b, DGM09a, DGM10].
Freshness assertions like a#X are replaced with permission sets (Definition 2.4) and asser-
tions like a 6∈ pms(X).

In this paper permission sets happen to be finite.
In Definition 2.10 we also assume a pairing operator rs. We call this application, and

Figure 2 defines a relation =αβη which gives it βη behaviour. Thus, atoms-abstraction and
application will behave like λ-abstraction and application (with existential variables), up
to =αβη.

This is orthogonal to the usual theory of nominal terms and permissive-nominal
unification. We also have a notion of α-equivalence =α and we are free to ignore the βη
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axioms and =αβη—and the type system, if we like—in which case the permissive-nominal
syntax up to =α is standard.

So in this paper we do not consider unification up to =α, but if we wished to (perhaps
for an implementation) then the permissive-nominal unification algorithms could be
used off-the-shelf.
Remark 2.14 (Why moderated variables?). For the reader unfamiliar with nominal terms,
we briefly and intuitively discuss why variables need to be moderated as π·X .

It is not unusual to see quotes of the following form in informal practice:

Consider a λ-term λx.t and a variable y not free in t. Then λx.t is α-equivalent to
λy.(t[y/x]).

In a nutshell, (permissive-)nominal terms give a formal syntax to the informal quote
above. The role of t (a meta-variable ranging over terms) is played by the variable X
(called an unknown in [UPG04, DGM10]). The role of x and y (object-level variables)
is played by atoms a, b (actually identified with urelemente in Fraenkel-Mostowski set
theory—but we do not have to care about that).

But that is not enough. We also need to model t[y/x]. That is handled by the moder-
ation (b a)·X where b 6∈ pms(X). The permission set describes the free atoms of terms
for which X may be instantiated, so if b is not permitted in X then (b a) has the value
of “replace a in whatever term X becomes, with b”, which models t[y/x] which has the
value “replace x in whatever term t is, with y”.

Now the reader might ask why we use permutations (b a) instead of atoms-renamings
[b/a]. The answer is that permutations form a group, are invertible, and have better mathe-
matical and computational properties. More on this in the Conclusions in Subsection 9.2.

Given that, we can model the quote above as follows:

Consider a variable X with b 6∈ pms(X). Then [a]id ·X =α [b](b a)·X .

That is why we need moderated variables. See Examples 2.18 and 2.24, in particular
part 2 of Example 2.24.
Notation 2.15. We may use syntactic sugar as follows:

• We may write ∧rs as r ∧ s, and ∀α([a]r) as ∀a.r, and fr as f(r).
• We may write id ·X just as X .
• We may write ([a]r)s as r[a7→s].
• We may write r ∨ s for ¬(¬r ∧ ¬s) and r ⊃ s for ¬r ∨ s and ∃a.r for ¬(∀α[a]¬r).

In general, we will be very lax about ∨, ⊃, and ∃. Technically, they are not primitive, but
this is purely a design choice to reduce the number of cases in proofs; we do not really
care since it will always be clear and standard how to expand to ⊥, ∧, and ∀.
Definition 2.16. Define a typing relation r : α inductively by the rules in Figure 1.

Here and elsewhere, we put side-conditions of derivation rules in brackets.
Notation 2.17. If r : o we may call r a formula. We let φ, ψ, and χ range over formulae.

It is clear from the typing rules in Figure 1 that a : α (the term a) has type α if and
only if type(a) = α, and similarly f : α if and only if type(f) = α and id ·X : α (or X : α,
using our syntactic sugar of writing id ·X as just X) if and only if type(X) = α. We may
therefore be lax about the distinction between ‘type(x) = α’ and ‘x : α’, where x is an
atom, constant, or variable. We will usually prefer x : α, since it is shorter.

10
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(type(a) = α)

a : α

(type(X) = α)

π·X : α

(type(f) = α)

f : α

r : β → α s : β

rs : α

r : α a : α′

[a]r : α′ → α

Figure 1: Typing rules for terms

Example 2.18. Suppose a base type τ and atoms a and b of type τ . Suppose constants
P : τ→o and Q : τ→o. Finally, suppose a variable X : o and an atom c : o. Then here are
some example terms:

• a : τ . Intuitively, this term represents ‘an assumption/datum called a, of type τ ’.
• ∀a.(P(a) ∧ Q(a)) : o. Intuitively, this formula represents ‘for all a, P (a) and Q(a)’.
• ∀a.c : o. Intuitively, this formula represents ‘for all a, c’ (which is logically equivalent

to just ‘c’).
• ∀a.X : o. Intuitively, this formula represents ‘for all a, the goal X holds’. This X

has an existential flavour, and we are supposed to instantiate it. Now ∀a.X is not
equivalent to X because, as we shall see, instantiation of X (unlike substitution on
a or c) may be capturing. Only the atoms in pms(X) may be captured. To see this
happen in example derivations, see Subsection 3.2.

2.3. Free atoms and variables, alpha- and beta-equivalence
Definition 2.19. If A is a set of atoms define π·A = {π(a) | a ∈ A}.
Definition 2.20. Define a permutation action π·r and fa(r) the free atoms of r and fv(r)
the free variables of r by:

π·a = π(a) π·(π′·X) = (π ◦ π′)·X π·f = f
π·(r′r) = (π·r′)(π·r) π·[a]r = [π(a)]π·r

fa(a) = {a} fa(π·X) = π·pms(X) fa(f) = ∅
fa(r′r) = fa(r′) ∪ fa(r) fa([a]r) = fa(r) \ {a}

fv(a) = ∅ fv(π·X) = {X} fv(f) = ∅
fv(r′r) = fv(r′) ∪ fv(r) fv([a]r) = fv(r)

Lemma 2.21 notes some easy basic properties of permissive-nominal terms:
Lemma 2.21. 1. π·(π′·r) = (π ◦π′)·r and id ·r = r (the permutation action is a group action).

2. fa(π·r) = π·fa(r) (free atoms commutes with the permutation action, or in the terminol-
ogy of part 2 of Definition 5.10, it is equivariant).

Proof. By routine inductions on r. For details see [DGM09a, Lemmas 15 and 16].9

9Permissive-nominal terms were presented in [DGM09b] (conference paper), [DGM09a] (technical report),
and [DGM10] (journal paper). The conference and journal papers versions probably have the better exposition,
but the technical report includes exhaustive proofs.
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(stxα) a, b 6∈ fa(r)⇒ (b a)·r =α r

(stxa) a[a7→t] =αβη t
(stx#) a 6∈ fa(r)⇒ r[a7→t] =αβη r
(stxapp) (r′r)[a7→t] =αβη (r′[a7→t])(r[a7→t])
(stx[]) c 6∈ fa(t)⇒ ([c]r)[a7→t] =αβη [c](r[a7→t])
(stxid) r[a 7→a] =αβη r

(stxη) a 6∈ fa(r)⇒ [a](ra) =αβη r

Figure 2: Rules for αβη-equivalence

Definition 2.22. A congruence is a relation R on terms such that r R r′ and s R s′

imply [a]r R [a]r′ and rs R r′s′.
Let α-equivalence be the least congruence =α that includes (stxα) from Figure 2.
Let αβη-equivalence be the least congruence that includes (stxα), (stxa) to (stxid),
and (stxη) from Figure 2.

Lemma 2.23. α-equivalence can be characterised as the least relation such that:

• a =α a and f =α f.
• If π(a) = π′(a) for every a ∈ pms(X) then π·X =α π

′·X .
• If r =α r

′ and s =α s
′ then rs =α r

′s′ and [a]r =α [a]r′.
• If (b a)·r =α s and b 6∈ fa(r) then [a]r =α [b]s.

The characterisation of =α in Definition 2.22 follows [GM07, GM09a]. Lemma 2.23 is
modelled on the equivalent definition from [UPG03, UPG04].
Example 2.24. 1. [a]a =α [b]b.

2. If b 6∈ pms(X) then [a]X =α [b](b a)·X .
3. If a, b ∈ pms(X) then(((((

(((([a]X =α [b](b a)·X is not the case.
4. ([a]a)t =αβη t and ([a]b)t =αβη b. This is just (stxa) and (stx#).
5. However, if a ∈ pms(X) then(((((

((
([a]X)t =αβη X is not the case. Even though a does

not occur syntactically in X , it is considered to be ‘free’ in X if a ∈ pms(X). This is
because X might be instantiated to a; see Subsection 2.4.

Proposition 2.25. If r : α and r =αβη r
′ then r′ : α.

2.4. Variable instantiation
The variables X and Y are variables in our syntax and they can be instantiated.

However, they are associated with a permission set which as we shall see in Subsection 3.2.5
is important for soundness. We briefly consider the theory of instantiation for variables:
Definition 2.26. An instantiation θ is a function from variables to terms such that:

• If X : α then θ(X) : α.
• fa(θ(X)) ⊆ pms(X).

12
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If r : type(X) and fa(r) ⊆ pms(X) then let [X:=r] be the instantiation mapping X to r
and all other Y to id ·Y .
Definition 2.27. Define an instantiation action on terms by:

aθ = a (π·X)θ = π·(θ(X)) fθ = f
(r′r)θ = rθ(r′θ) ([a]r)θ = [a](rθ)

Remark 2.28. It is important to realise that instantiation is capturing for atoms in pms(X).
For instance, suppose a ∈ pms(X) and b 6∈ pms(X). Then:

• ([a]X)[X:=a] = [a]a. The a in the instantiation [X:=a] has been captured by the
[a]X .

• ([b]X)[X:=a] = [b]a.
• It is impossible to even ask what ([b]X)[X:=b] is equal to because [X:=b] is not

an instantiation, since b 6∈ pms(X). So b 6∈ pms(X) cannot be captured by an
instantiation [X:=b], because that instantiation does not exist.

• Also, recall from Example 2.24 that [b](b a)·X =α [a]X . By construction,

([b](b a)·X)[X:=a] = [b](b a)·a = [b]b =α [a]a.

That is, the choice of representative of [a]X does not matter for capture to occur.

We can only substitute for X a term whose free atoms are in the permission set of X . For
instance, if pms(X) = {a} and a : α and b : α and X : α then [X:=a] is an instantiation
and [X:=b] is not.

Think of X : α as ranging over terms of type α with free atoms in pms(X). This latter
restriction matters for soundness: see Subsection 3.2.5.

Proposition 2.29 notes some familiar properties of permissive-nominal terms:
Proposition 2.29. 1. fa(rθ) ⊆ fa(r).

2. π·(rθ) = (π·r)θ.
3. If r =α s then π·r =α π·s and rθ =α sθ.
4. If r =αβη s then π·r =αβη π·s and rθ =αβη sθ.

Proof. 1. By a routine induction on r. The interesting base case is π·X , where we use
our assumpion that fa(θ(X)) ⊆ pms(X) and part 2 of Lemma 2.21.

2. By a routine induction on r. The interesting base case is π′·X , where we use part 1
of Lemma 2.21.

3. By inductions on the derivation of r =α s. The interesting case is rule (stxα). We
use parts 1 and 2 of this result, and Lemma 2.21.

4. By an easy induction on the derivation of r =αβη s, as for =α.

3. Sequents and hypersequents

We now use hypersequents (Definition 3.1) to define a rewrite system for proof-search.

13
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The word hypersequent follows Avron [Avr96, Avr91], and our hypersequents are
essentially identical to the ones he considered—see the first definition of Section 2 of
[Avr91]—though the use we put hypersequents to here is different.10

A hypersequent is intuitively a conjunction of disjunctions of formulae. In Figures 3
and 4 we define a rewrite system which, intuitively, reduces hypersequents to simpler
hypersequents.

If we squint, then we recognise the rules in Figures 3 and 4 as the usual sequent rules
[GTL89, Subsection 5.1.5]. They are just written in a ‘disjunctive’ instead of a ‘sequent’
form: (γ¬∀) corresponds to (∀L); (δ−∀) corresponds to (∀R); (α¬∧) corresponds to (∧L);
(β∧) corresponds to (∧R); (αEM) corresponds to the axiom rule; (α¬¬) to the negation
rules; and so on. The difference is that this presentation is somewhat better for the
mechanics of proof-search.

If we squint again, then the hypersequent rewrite rules are an abstract rendering
of a tableau derivation system (specifically, a set-labelled tableau system). For more on
tableaux see [Smu68] or [DGHP99].

So Definition 3.1 seems to be quite a nice compromise between the worlds of sequents
and tableaux, and the reader can view our hypersequent rewrite system as either a slightly
mangled sequent system, or a rather inefficiently-presented set-labelled tableau system,
depending on which set of ideas is most familiar, and no harm will come of it. Example
derivations are given in Subsection 3.2.

3.1. The basic definition
Definition 3.1. • A sequent Φ is a set of formulae φ1 ∨∨∨ . . . ∨∨∨ φn. Φ will range over

sequents.
• A hypersequentH is a set of sequents Φ1 ∧∧∧ . . . ∧∧∧ Φm. H will range over hyperse-

quents.
The symbol ∧∧∧ looks like ∧ and ∨∨∨ looks like ∨, and indeed they are interpreted equally
(Definition 6.1). However, ∧∧∧ and ∨∨∨ are part of the structure of hypersequents, not part of
the structure of formulae.11

In Definition 3.3 we give rewrite/derivation rules for converting a formula into an
equivalent hypersequent.
Notation 3.2. Write fa(φ1 ∨∨∨ . . . ∨∨∨ φn) =

⋃
i fa(φi) and fa(Φ1 ∧∧∧ . . . ∧∧∧ Φm) =

⋃
i fa(Φi).

Definition 3.3. We define schemas of hypersequent pairs in Figure 3.

The rules determine a rewrite system on hypersequents, whereH ⇒ H′ when
H

H′
is an

instance of a rule(-schema). We call a sequence of such rewrites a derivation.

10Hypersequents were independently invented by Michael Gabbay, who approached the first author in great
excitement at his new discovery/invention, which he called ‘hypersequents’. Sadly, he had committed the sin
of being born too late; older people get all the fun.

11This is just like the comma , and ` of ordinary logic sequents φ1, . . . , φm ` ψ1, . . . , ψn, where ` is
interpreted as implication and comma on the left is interpreted as conjunction and on the right as disjunction.
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(¬¬φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H
(α¬¬)

(φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H
(> ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

(α>)
H

(φ ∨∨∨ ¬φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H
(αEM)

H

(φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H (φ =αβη φ
′)

(=αβη)
(φ′ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

(¬(φ′ ∧ φ) ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H
(α¬∧)

(¬φ′ ∨∨∨ ¬φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

((φ′ ∧ φ) ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H
(β∧)

(φ′ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ (φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

(¬∀a.φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H (r : type(a))
(γ¬∀)

(¬φ[a7→r] ∨∨∨ ¬∀a.φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

(∀a.φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H (a 6∈ fa(Φ))
(δ−∀)

(φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

Figure 3: Rules for rewriting hypersequents

((φ′ ∨ φ) ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H
(α∨)

(φ′ ∨∨∨ φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

((φ′ ⊃ φ) ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H
(α⊃)

(¬φ′ ∨∨∨ φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

(¬(φ′ ∨ φ) ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H
(β¬∨)

(¬φ′ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ (¬φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

(¬(φ′ ⊃ φ) ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H
(β¬⊃)

(φ′ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ (¬φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

(∃a.φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H (r : type(a))
(γ∃)

(φ[a7→r] ∨∨∨ ∃a.φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

(¬∃a.φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H (a 6∈ fa(Φ))
(δ−¬∃)

(¬φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

Figure 4: Derived rules for ∨, ⊃, ∃ in hypersequents

Remark 3.4. Recall from Notation 2.15 that we treat ∨, ⊃, and ∃α as syntactic sugar. For
the reader’s convenience in Figure 4 we give derived rules for them—we will use them
without comment, just as is convenient.
Remark 3.5. We fix no choice of reduction strategy. We tend to write the ‘active formula’
at the head of the hypersequent in Figures 3 and 4 and in the examples of Subsection 3.2,
but this is just a convention. Sequents and hypersequents are sets, they are not ordered,
and hypersequent rewriting can rewrite any sequent within a hypersequent,

3.2. Example derivations
We now give a few simple but illustrative example derivations. We may elide rule

(=αβη). The object of the exercise is to rewrite the hypersequent to ∅, the empty hyper-
sequent. A precise semantic justification for why this is ‘good’ is given in Theorems 6.6
and 6.18.

3.2.1. Derivation of (∀a.φ)⊃φ[a7→r].
This corresponds to (∀L) (forall left-introduction) and to part 1 of Lemma 5.23:
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(∀a.φ)⊃φ[a 7→r] =⇒ (α⊃)

¬∀a.φ ∨∨∨ φ[a7→r] =⇒ (γ¬∀)
¬φ[a7→r] ∨∨∨ ¬∀a.φ ∨∨∨ φ[a7→r] =⇒ (αEM)

∅

Here and below ∅ is the empty hypersequent.
It is not hard to transform this derivation into a sequent derivation of (∀a.φ)⊃φ[a7→r].

The sequent rules are (⊃R), (∀L), and (Axiom) corresponding precisely to (α⊃), (γ¬∀),
and (αEM). It is not hard to do the same for the examples that now follow.

3.2.2. Forall implies Exists
We derive the formula (∀a.P(a))⊃∃a.P(a) as follows:

(∀a.P(a))⊃∃a.P(a) =⇒ (α⊃)

¬∀a.P(a) ∨∨∨ ∃a.P(a) =⇒ (γ∃), pms(X)=∅
P(X) ∨∨∨ ¬∀a.P(a) ∨∨∨ ∃a.P(a) =⇒ (γ¬∀), pms(Y )=∅
¬P(Y ) ∨∨∨ P(X) ∨∨∨ ¬∀a.P(a) ∨∨∨ ∃a.P(a)

We implicitly assume above that type(X) = type(Y ) = type(a), and we will make similar
implicit assumptions in the examples below. There will always be one clear correct choice
of type for the variables we introduce in these examples, and other choices will clearly
lead to ill-typed syntax.

We also explicitly choose pms(X) = pms(Y ) = ∅. This is just because we have to
choose some permission sets of X and Y .

If we instantiate X to Y then ¬P(X) and P(X) would match the premises of (αEM).
Remark 3.6. The instantiation of X to Y in the derivation above is not a rewrite rule. It is
an operation transforming one complete derivation (like the one above this paragraph)
into another complete derivation (like the one below this paragraph). The general case is
treated in Proposition 6.25. Sometimes it is possible to extend the instantiated derivation,
and sometimes not; we will see examples of both cases.

We obtain another valid derivation and in this case we can extend it as follows:

(∀a.P(a))⊃∃a.P(a) =⇒ (α⊃), (γ∃), pms(Y )=∅
P(Y ) ∨∨∨ ¬∀a.P(a) ∨∨∨ ∃a.P(a) =⇒ (γ¬∀)
¬P(Y ) ∨∨∨ P(Y ) ∨∨∨ ¬∀a.P(a) ∨∨∨ ∃a.P(a) =⇒ (αEM)

∅

3.2.3. Forall implies Exists (again)
Another derivation is possible, as follows:

(∀a.P(a))⊃∃a.P(a) =⇒ (α⊃), (γ¬∀), pms(Y )=∅
¬P(Y ) ∨∨∨ ¬∀a.P(a) ∨∨∨ ∃a.P(a) =⇒ (γ∃), pms(X)=∅
P(X) ∨∨∨ ¬P(Y ) ∨∨∨ ¬∀a.P(a) ∨∨∨ ∃a.P(a)

Again we instantiate X to Y and use (αEM).
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3.2.4. A derivation that fails because atoms are distinct
We try to derive (∃a.P(a))⊃∀a.P(a). As standard and as expected, we will fail:

(∃a.P(a))⊃∀a.P(a) =⇒ (α⊃), (δ−¬∃)
¬P(a) ∨∨∨ ∀a.P(a) =⇒ (=αβη)

¬P(a) ∨∨∨ ∀b.P(b) =⇒ (δ−∀)
¬P(a) ∨∨∨ P(b)

Recall that we will usually elide (=αβη), but for clarity just this once we wrote it out in full.
Now we are stuck. We cannot use (αEM) because a and b are distinct.

3.2.5. A derivation that fails because of permission sets
We have not included equality in our system, but suppose we did, with a rule (α≈)

allowing us to delete sequents with (r≈r) (similar to (α>)).
We derive ∀a.∃b.a≈b (and succeed):

∀a.∃b.a≈b =⇒ (δ−∀)
∃b.a≈b =⇒ (γ−∃)
a≈a ∨∨∨ ∃b.a≈b =⇒ (α≈)

∅

Now we try to derive ∃a.∀b.a≈b:

∃a.∀b.a≈b =⇒ (γ−∃), pms(X)=∅
∀b.X≈b ∨∨∨ ∃a.∀b.a≈b =⇒ (δ−∀)
X≈b ∨∨∨ ∃a.∀b.a≈b

Now we are stuck. We cannot use (α≈) because X is not the same term as b. We cannot
globally transform the derivation to instantiate X to b because b 6∈ pms(X) so that [X:=b]
is not an instantiation (Definition 2.26). It would not help to try to re-run the derivation
with an X ′ with pms(X ′) = {b} because (δ−∀) would just force us to choose a fresh
b′ 6∈ pms(X ′).

For an example without equality, try to derive (∀a.∃b.P(a, b)) ⊃ ∃b.∀a.P(a, b). The
attempted derivation (which fails) is a little longer, but illustrates the same point.

Here, the nominal support restriction on instantiations in Definition 2.26 reflects an
important soundness criterion: variables can only vary over terms with free atoms they
‘know about’, and must not vary over terms with free atoms that were subsequently
generated fresh by a (δ−∗) rule, and thus that they do not ‘know about’.

3.2.6. Plato’s principle
Plato’s principle [MV95, Subsection 3.3] is represented in our syntax by the formula

∃a.((∃b.P(b))⊃P(a)).
This can be derived as follows, where we elide rule (=αβη):

∃a.((∃b.P(b))⊃P(a)) =⇒ (γ∃), pms(X)=∅
(∃b.P(b))⊃P(X) ∨∨∨ ∃a.((∃b.P(b))⊃P(a)) =⇒ (α⊃)

(¬∃b.P(b)) ∨∨∨ P(X) ∨∨∨ ∃a.((∃b.P(b))⊃P(a)) =⇒ (δ−¬∃)
¬P(b) ∨∨∨ P(X) ∨∨∨ ∃a.((∃b.P(b))⊃P(a)) =⇒ (γ∃), pms(Y )={b}, (α⊃)

P(Y ) ∨∨∨ ¬P(b) ∨∨∨ P(X) ∨∨∨ (¬∃b.P(b)) ∨∨∨ ∃a.((∃b.P(b))⊃P(a))
17
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Now if we instantiate Y to b then P(b) and ¬P(b) would match the premises of (αEM).
So we instantiate Y in the derivation so far and extend as follows:
∃a.((∃b.P(b))⊃P(a)) =⇒ (γ∃), pms(X)=∅
(∃b.P(b))⊃P(X) ∨∨∨ ∃a.((∃b.P(b))⊃P(a)) =⇒ (α⊃)

(¬∃b.P(b)) ∨∨∨ P(X) ∨∨∨ ∃a.((∃b.P(b))⊃P(a)) =⇒ (δ−¬∃)
¬P(b) ∨∨∨ P(X) ∨∨∨ ∃a.((∃b.P(b))⊃P(a)) =⇒ (γ∃), (α⊃)

P(b) ∨∨∨ ¬P(b) ∨∨∨ P(X) ∨∨∨ (¬∃b.P(b)) ∨∨∨ ∃a.((∃b.P(b))⊃P(a))

=⇒ (αEM)

∅

Note how we apply (γ∃) twice; the first time to get ¬P(b), and the second time to get P(b).
This is because (δ−¬∃) introduces b fresh for pms(X)—just as (∀R) introduces a ‘fresh
variable’. This is related to the issue that we touched on in Subsection 3.2.5.

The reader can find excellent expositions about just how inefficient (δ−) can be in
[HS94, BHS93, CA00]. In the Introduction we noted that exponential and non-elementary
speedups are possible with so-called ‘liberalised’ δ-rules. This motivates the (δX) rules,
which we consider next in Section 4.

4. Maximising hypersequents

We now extend the hypersequents and hypersequent rewriting from Section 3 with
maximisation conditions. These are subtle, so we provide plenty of exposition in Subsec-
tion 4.1 and example derivations follow in Subsection 4.2.

4.1. The basic definition

Definition 4.1. A primitive maximisation condition is a pair X↑[a]φ where X : α and
a : α and φ : o such that fa([a]φ) ⊆ pms(X).

Remark 4.2. The intuition ofX↑[a]φ is: takeX to be a value making φ[a7→X] true. We can
read this as a weak form of choice—weak, since we do not necessarily assign the value a
term in the syntax. The value is allowed to depend on the atoms in pms(X), and must
not depend on any other atoms. Technically, we use nominal techniques to give ‘depends
on’ a precise formal meaning: it means ‘has in its support’.

Example maximisers are in Example 4.9. The formal semantic interpretation ofX↑[a]φ
is the first equation of Definition 6.12; it interprets X↑[a]φ as (∃a.φ) ⊃ φ[a7→X]. This can
be read as the following slightly more detailed rendering of the intuition of the previous
paragraph: “If there exists a value making φ true, then X is one of those values”.
Definition 4.3. A set of primitive maximisation conditions C induces a relation ≺ on
variables by letting ≺ be the least transitive relation such that

Y ≺ X if (X↑[a]φ) ∈ C and Y ∈ fv(φ).12

12Recall that by permutative convention X and Y are distinct.
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Remark 4.4. Intuitively Y ≺ X expresses that the value chosen for Y can influence the
choice of maximiser for X—so we can read Y ≺ X as the assertion “You need to fix the
value for Y before you calculate a value for X”.

Definition 4.5. A maximisation condition is a set of primitive maximisation conditions
C = (Xi↑[ai]φi)n1 such that:

1. ≺ from Definition 4.3 is a well-founded strict partial order (a well-founded tran-
sitive irreflexive relation) on C.

2. C is functional, in the sense that X↑r ∈ C and X↑s ∈ C imply that r and s are
syntactically identical.

Define dom(C) = {X1, . . . , Xn} and call this set the domain of C. We let C range over
maximisation conditions.

Remark 4.6. In Definition 4.5 we insist that ≺ should be well-founded. This is used in
Lemma 4.7, and in Proposition 6.17 where we use well-foundedness to ‘work our way up’
≺ and so generate a maximiser. To see a concrete example of what goes wrong without
well-foundedness see Subsection 4.2.3.

Lemma 4.7 is a technical result which is useful for Proposition 6.17. It makes Re-
mark 4.6 formal, and illustrates how well-foundedness of ≺ controls the free variables of
the predicates in the maximisation condition:
Lemma 4.7. Suppose C is a maximisation condition and ≺ is the well-founded strict partial
order on variables induced by C. Then if X↑[a]φ ∈ C and X is ≺-minimal in dom(C) then
fv(φ) ∩ dom(C) = ∅.

Proof. If X ∈ fv(φ)∩dom(C) then X ≺ X , contradicting strictness of ≺ (and indeed also
well-foundedness of ≺ and ≺-minimality of X in dom(C)).

If Y ∈ fv(φ)∩dom(C) then Y ≺ X and Y ∈ dom(C), contradicting ≺-minimality of X
in dom(C).

Definition 4.8. A maximising hypersequent P is a pair C ` H of a maximisation
condition and a hypersequent. We may write ∅ ` H just asH.

Example 4.9. In ordinary hypersequents, variablesX have an existential flavour and atoms
a have a universal flavour. This is why the (δ−∗) rules create a fresh atom—this is a fresh
‘universal’ variable.

A maximisation condition X↑[a]φ restricts X to range over elements making φ[a7→X]
as true as possible. Dually, a maximisation condition X↑[a]¬φ restricts X to range over
elements making φ[a7→X] as false as possible—so X↑[a]¬φ makes X behave like a univer-
sal variable (the words universal and existential are a useful intuition but they have their
limits: see Remark 6.20 for discussion). We exploit this duality in rules (δX∀) and (δX¬∃)
of Figures 5 and 6.
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Let us consider some concrete examples of maximisers. These are based on the model
which we build in Subsection 7.2, but we will sketch the technical details, which we hope
will anyway be fairly self-explanatory:

1. Take φ to be a : o so that [a]φ is just [a]a, and take pms(X) = ∅.
We use the model I from Subsection 7.2. There, truth-values are interpreted as JoK
which is inhabited by maps from atoms-valuations ς , to the set {⊥,>}. In symbols,
valuations ς and truth-values have types

Πα(Aα→JαK) and Πα(Aα→JαK)→{⊥,>}

respectively.
The maximisation condition X↑[a]a restricts X to range over the following rather
small set:

{λς.>}

This is not a very interesting example, since φ is so simple.
2. Now take φ to be a ∨ b : o and take pms(X) = {b}. Then X↑[a](a ∨ b) restricts X to

be in the set
{λς.>, λς.if ς(b)=⊥ then > else ⊥}.

This is because there are two functions f on valuations ς , that examine only ς(b)
and that make f(ς) ∨ ς(b) true: either take f(ς) to be > always, or let f(ς) be the
negation of ς(b). Both are valid maximisers.

3. Suppose (without writing out full definitions) we assume a type for numbers N, and
a predicate for equality. Suppose a, b,X : N and pms(X) = {b}. Then X↑[a](a=b)
restricts X to be equal to λς.ς(b).
Also, X↑[a](a 6=b) restricts X to be any one of the many functions mapping a valua-
tion ς to an element of N\{ς(b)}.

4. Note that in the previous example, pms(X) does not have to be equal to {b}, though
by Definition 4.1 it must be that b ∈ pms(X).
If we ignore this and see what happens if we try to create a maximiser using X
where b 6∈ pms(X) then we see that no such thing exists: to make (X=b) (or (X 6=b))
true, the meaning we give to X must depend on the value of ς at b.

Remark 4.10. The (δX) rules are descended from the liberalised δ-rule of [Wir04, page 14],
which itself can be understood as a non-Skolemising version of (δ+) from [HS94], where
instead of Skolemisation we use variable-conditions [Wir04]. Still, it is probably fair to say
that the δX rules and maximisation conditions have an independent existence.

As we hope is now clear, our ‘maximisation condition’ is a kind of choice, but it is not
a unique one. Thus in Example 4.9 we saw that many maximisers can exist for the same
maximisation condition.

A perennial problem of Hilbert’s choice εa.φ is that expressions tend to explode
exponentially as choices get nested; our syntax is less prone to that. We do not introduce
choice εa.φ into the syntax or semantics, our maximisation conditions do not force a
specific choice of maximiser in the semantics, and the syntax manages to remain relatively
compact.

Later on in Section 5 onwards we will see how our system admits a semantics in
nominal sets.
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C ` (¬¬φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H
(α¬¬)

C ` (φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H
C ` (> ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

(α>)
C ` H

C ` (φ ∨∨∨ ¬φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H
(αEM)

C ` H

C ` (φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H (φ =αβη φ
′)

(=αβη)
C ` (φ′ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

C ` (¬(φ′ ∧ φ) ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H
(α¬∧)

C ` (¬φ′ ∨∨∨ ¬φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

C ` ((φ′ ∧ φ) ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H
(β∧)

C ` (φ′ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ (φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

C ` (¬∀a.φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H (r : type(a))
(γ¬∀)

C ` (¬φ[a 7→r] ∨∨∨ ¬∀a.φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

C ` (∀a.φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H
(δX∀)

C, X↑[a]¬φ ` (φ[a7→X] ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

Figure 5: Rules for rewriting maximising hypersequents

As a nice side-effect of this—and as was also the case in [Wir04]—we can accommodate
both δ− and δX in a single syntax, and later on in a single semantics too. This gives us
a convenient way of constrasting and understanding what different systems have in
common and what sets them apart.

Definition 4.11. We define rewrites on maximising hypersequents in Figures 5 and 6.
(δX∀) and (δX¬∃) are subject to the well-formedness conditions that C, X↑[a]¬φ and
C, X↑[a]φ respectively must be valid maximisation conditions (see Remark 4.13).

Remark 4.12. The reader can check that the rewrites of Figures 5 and 6 (for maximising
hypersequents) are obtained from those of Figures 3 and 4 (for ‘plain’ hypersequents) by
the following procedure:

• Delete the rules (δ−∀) and (δ−¬∃).
• Add ‘C `’ to all the remaining rules.
• Replace (δ−∀) and (δ−¬∃) with (δX∀) and (δX¬∃) respectively.

Remark 4.13. We unpack what the well-formedness condition of Definition 4.11 means:

1. type(X) = type(a)
2. fa(φ)\{a} ⊆ pms(X) (that is, fa([a]φ) ⊆ pms(X))
3. The well-foundedness and functionality conditions (conditions 1 and 2 of Defini-

tion 4.5) cannot be violated by adding X↑[a]¬φ or X↑[a]φ to C.

If any of these conditions fail then we do not have a valid instance of a (δX∗) rule. Note,
however, that X may occur in Φ orH; an example of this is in Subsection 4.2.1.

4.2. Example derivations using maximising hypersequents
4.2.1. Plato’s Principle

We give a derivation of Plato’s Principle using (δX∗) rules:
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C ` ((φ′ ∨ φ) ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H
(α∨)

C ` (φ′ ∨∨∨ φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

C ` ((φ′ ⊃ φ) ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H
(α⊃)

C ` (¬φ′ ∨∨∨ φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

C ` (¬(φ′ ∨ φ) ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H
(β¬∨)

C ` (¬φ′ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ (¬φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

C ` (¬(φ′ ⊃ φ) ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H
(β¬⊃)

C ` (φ′ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ (¬φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

C ` (∃a.φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H (r : type(a))
(γ∃)

C ` (φ[a 7→r] ∨∨∨ ∃a.φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

C ` (¬∃a.φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H
(δX¬∃)

C, X↑[a]φ ` (¬φ[a7→X] ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H

Figure 6: Derived rules for ∨, ⊃, ∃ in maximising hypersequents

∃a.((∃b.P(b)) ⊃ P(a)) =⇒ (γ∃), pms(X)=∅
(∃b.P(b)) ⊃ P(X) ∨∨∨ ∃a.((∃b.P(b)) ⊃ P(a)) =⇒ (α⊃)

(¬∃b.P(b)) ∨∨∨ P(X) ∨∨∨ ∃a.((∃b.P(b)) ⊃ P(a)) =⇒ (δX¬∃), pms(Y )=∅
Y ↑[b]P(b) `¬P(Y ) ∨∨∨ P(X) ∨∨∨ ∃a.((∃b.P(b)) ⊃ P(a))

We now instantiate X to Y in the rewrites above and extend with (αEM):

∃a.((∃b.P(b)) ⊃ P(a)) =⇒ (γ∃), pms(Y )=∅
(∃b.P(b)) ⊃ P(Y ) ∨∨∨ ∃a.((∃b.P(b)) ⊃ P(a)) =⇒ (α⊃)

(¬∃b.P(b)) ∨∨∨ P(Y ) ∨∨∨ ∃a.((∃b.P(b)) ⊃ P(a)) =⇒ (δX¬∃)
Y ↑[b]P(b) `¬P(Y ) ∨∨∨ P(Y ) ∨∨∨ ∃a.((∃b.P(b)) ⊃ P(a)) =⇒ (αEM)

Y ↑[b]P(b) `∅

Compare this derivation with the one using (δ−∗) rules in Subsection 3.2.6. As promised
at the end of Subsection 3.2.6, the derivation here is shorter; more complex because of
the maximisation conditions, but shorter.

4.2.2. Exists does not imply Forall
We try to derive the formula (∃a.P(a)) ⊃ ∀a.P(a):

(∃a.P(a)) ⊃ ∀a.P(a) =⇒ (α⊃), (δX¬∃), pms(Y )=∅
Y ↑[a]P(a) `¬P(Y ) ∨∨∨ ∀a.P(a) =⇒ (δX∀), pms(X)=∅

Y ↑[a]P(a), X↑[a]¬P(a) `¬P(Y ) ∨∨∨ P(X)

We note that ¬P(Y ) and P(X) match the premises of (αEM) if we instantiate Y to X .
Unfortunately if we try to do this then we run foul of functionality of maximisation
conditions (condition 2 of Definition 4.5); {X↑[a]¬P(a), X↑[a]P(a)} is not functional,
since [a]¬P(a) and [a]P(a) are not syntactically identical.

So we are stuck: we cannot use (αEM) because ¬P(Y ) and P(X) are distinct. We
cannot instantiate Y to X because then the instance of (δX∀) ceases to be an instance.

4.2.3. A derivation that fails because of the well-foundedness condition
We illustrate what can go wrong if we drop the well-foundedness condition on ≺

from Definition 4.5. Consider the following partial derivation of ∀a.(a ∨ ¬X), where
type(a) = type(X) = o and pms(X) = ∅:
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∀a.(a ∨ ¬X) =⇒ (δX∀), (=αβη)
Y ↑[a](a ∨ ¬X) `Y ∨ ¬X

It would be quite nice if we could instantiate Y to X . So we do so, to obtain the following
incorrect derivation of ∀a.(a ∨ ¬X):

∀a.(a ∨ ¬X) =⇒ ��
�(δX∀), (=αβη)

X↑[a](a ∨ ¬X) `X ∨ ¬X =⇒ (α∨)
X↑[a](a ∨ ¬X) `X ∨∨∨ ¬X =⇒ (αEM)
X↑[a](a ∨ ¬X) `∅ Incorrect!

We note that the relation≺ induced on variables by {X↑[a](a∨¬X)} is not well-founded,
since X ≺ X .

5. Nominal models

In Subsection 5.1 we set up the basic definitions of nominal sets and in Subsection 5.2
we set up the basic ideas of models that we will need.

For more on nominal sets see [GP01, Gab11a, Gab12b]; to see the notions of model from
which the ideas in this paper are derived—though the presentation here is tailored to our
application—see [GM11] (nominal Henkin semantics) and [GM08b] or [DG10, DG12a]
(nominal algebraic axiomatisations of first-order logic). A specific discussion of how this
paper relates to [GM11] and [DG12a] is in Subsection 9.1.

The reader may grant that we want to axiomatise logic to build our models, but why
do we need nominal sets? What do e.g. Definition 5.3 or Lemma 5.11 have to do with
anything at all?

Nominal sets give us atoms, their permutative symmetries (i.e. equivariance proper-
ties), and the notion of finite support. It turns out—this is not obvious, but it is true—that
this is just sufficient to give a nice, concise, well-behaved notion of model for systems with
names and binding; substitution and quantification are two examples of such systems.

So note

• the conditions on support in Figures 7 and 8;
• how our treatment of atoms allows us to concisely state that ∀ is a congruence in

Definition 5.16;
• how we impose a condition a 6∈ supp([a]x) in Definition 5.12 and we use that

condition Lemma 5.15;
• and how we use α-renaming in Corollary 5.24.

These are just examples of a close dance that takes place between the nominal sets
semantics, the notion of model, and (in the background) the syntax developed above.
It all fits together beautifully, and Subsection 5.1 is (by some magic, it might seem) just
what is needed to make this work.

5.1. Background on nominal sets
Definition 5.1. If A ⊆ A define fix (A) = {π | ∀a ∈ A.π(a) = a}.
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Definition 5.2. A set with a permutation action X is a pair (|X|, ·) of an underlying set
|X| and a permutation action written π·x which is a group action on |X|, so that id ·x = x
and π·(π′·x) = (π ◦ π′)·x for all x ∈ |X| and permutations π and π′.

Say that A ⊆ A supports x ∈ |X| when ∀π.π ∈ fix (A) ⇒ π·x = x. If there exists a
finite set S supporting x then call x supported and say that x has finite support.

Definition 5.3. Call a set with a permutation action X a nominal set when every x ∈ |X|
is supported. X, Y, Z will range over nominal sets.

Example 5.4. 1. A forms a nominal set where π·a = π(a).
The atom a is supported by {a}.

2. If X and Y are nominal sets then X× Y is a nominal set with underlying set {(x, y) |
x ∈ |X|, y ∈ |Y|} and action π·(x, y) = (π·x, π·y).
If S supports x and T supports y then S ∪ T supports (x, y).

3. If X is a set with a permutation action then pow ′(X) is a set with a permutation
action, where pow ′(X) has underlying set the full powerset of |X| and permutation
action π·U = {π·u | u ∈ U}.
For example both {a} and A\{a} are in pow ′(A) and are supported by {a}. The set
comb = {a, c, e, g, . . . } of ‘every other atom’ is also in pow ′(A) and supported only
by A. In particular, comb has no finite supporting set.

4. If X is a nominal set then pow(X) is a nominal set with underlying set the subset of
|pow ′(X)| of elements with support.
Note that {a} and A\{a} are both supported by {a}. So ‘a is in the support of
x’ does not mean the same thing as ‘a is a set element of x’. Support measures
asymmetry, not sets membership.
It is a fact that |pow ′(A)| is the set of all subsets of atoms whereas |pow(A)| is the
set of subsets of atoms U such that U or A \ U is finite.

5. Permissive-nominal terms up to α-equivalence (Definition 2.22) with the permuta-
tion action from Definition 2.20, form a nominal set. The term r is supported by its
free atoms fa(r). For more comment on this see [DGM09b, DGM10].

6. Permissive-nominal terms up to αβη-equivalence (Definition 2.22) with the same
permutation action, also form a nominal set. As it happens, the term r is supported
by the intersection of the free atoms of all terms αβη-equivalent to r.

Remark 5.5. The nominal notion of finite support is subtle, but a good starting intuition
is that ‘a is in the support of x’ means ‘x depends on a’ or ‘x is asymmetric with respect to
permuting a’.

It is important to realise that support does not depend on an a priori assumption that
there is substitution, functional application, abstraction, or sets membership. Support is
more elementary than these notions.

However, substitution, application, abstraction, and sets membership can interact with
support in rich and interesting ways. See for instance the freshness side-conditions in
Figure 7.

This is part of what makes nominal semantics so interesting. More extensive discus-
sions of support are in [Gab11a, Gab12b].
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Definition 5.6. Suppose X is a nominal set and x ∈ |X|. Define the support of x by
supp(x) =

⋂
{A | A supports x}.

For the rest of this subsection we recall basic properties of nominal sets which will
help us later, with pointers to full proofs.
Proposition 5.7. supp(π·x) = {π(a) | a ∈ supp(x)}.

Proof. See [Gab11a, Theorem 2.19].

Theorem 5.8. Suppose X is a nominal set and x ∈ |X|. Then supp(x) is the unique least set of
atoms that supports x.

Proof. See [Gab11a, Theorem 2.21].

Corollary 5.9. 1. If π(a) = a for all a ∈ supp(x) then π·x = x.
2. If π(a) = π′(a) for every a ∈ supp(x) then π·x = π′·x.
3. a 6∈ supp(x) if and only if ∃b.b 6∈ supp(x) ∧ (b a)·x = x.

Proof. Parts 1 and 2 are just reformulations of Theorem 5.8. Part 3 follows (for details see
[Gab12b, Corollary 2.2.7]).

Definition 5.10. • Call x ∈ |X| equivariant when supp(x) = ∅.
• Call a function f ∈ |X| → |Y| equivariant when π·f(x) = f(π·x) for all permuta-

tions π and x ∈ |X|.
Lemma 5.11. • x ∈ |X| is equivariant if and only if π·x = x for all π.
• If f ∈ |X| → |Y| is equivariant (Definition 5.10) then supp(f(x)) ⊆ supp(x) for all
x ∈ |X|.

Proof. The first part is from parts 1 and 3 of Corollary 5.9. For the second part, see
[Gab12b, Lemma 2.3.3].

5.2. Models
We now construct a notion of model. Henkin models [BBK04, Hen50] assume func-

tions, and application in the syntax is translated directly to function application in the
semantics. Our model is similar except that we are in a nominal setting, so we have names
and binding in the semantics, and we translate atoms a and atoms-abstraction [a] directly
to atoms and atoms-abstraction in our model.
Definition 5.12. An interpretation I is an assignment to each type α of a nominal set JαK
together with the following data:

1. For each atom a ∈ Aα and constant f : α elements aI ∈ JαK and fI ∈ JαK.
2. For each x ∈ JβK and a ∈ Aα, an element [a]x ∈ Jα→βK such that a 6∈ supp([a]x).
3. For each x ∈ Jα→βK and y ∈ JαK, an element x • y ∈ JβK.
4. A preorder / on JoK.

I must be equivariant in the sense that:

π·aI = (π(a))I π·fI = fI π·[a]x = [π(a)]π·x
π·(x • y) = (π·x) • (π·y) x / y ⇒ π·x / π·y
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Remark 5.13. A few words on Definition 5.12.

• The atom a ∈ Aα in the range of the interpretation is an atom of type α; we used
these atoms in Definitions 2.3 and 2.10 to build permissive-nominal terms. The
element aI is not an atom, it is just an element of JαK, but the notation is designed
to suggest that we think of aI as a model or copy of a in I, and thus the equivariance
condition implies that supp(aI) ⊆ {a}.
So for instance, supp(aI) = ∅ is possible, in which case all atoms of type α map to
the same element in JαK and I has a trivial, but perfectly valid, interpretation of
atoms.

• Similarly [a]x is not equal to ‘abstract a in x’ in the sense of Definition 2.10, simply
because x ∈ JβK is not syntax but semantics. However, [a]x is intended to model
‘abstract a in x’, and if x happens to be the denotation of a term r then indeed [a]x
will model [a]r. See Definition 5.27.
• Note that we do not assume that [a]x is literally equal to the nominal atoms-abstraction

of a in x in the sense of equation (35) of [GP01]. Here, [a]x is just the model of abstract
in I.13 The condition a 6∈ supp([a]x) is therefore necessary.
To be precise, the map a, x 7→ [a]x is an instance of an abstractive function in the
sense of [Gab07b]. See Lemma 5.15.

• By the equivariance condition of Definition 5.12 and part 1 of Lemma 5.11, supp(fI) =
∅. So in our interpretations, constant symbols must be interpreted as elements
with empty support. Treatments of non-equivariant term-formers in nominal terms
syntax are in [Gab12c, Subsection 6.3.2] and [Gab12b].

Notation 5.14. For brevity we introduce the following notation:

• We may sugar ([a]x) • y to x[a7→y] and ∀Iα • [a]x to ∀a.x.
• We may sugar (∧I • x) • y to x ∧I y or x ∧ y, and ¬I • x to ¬x.
• We may sugar ¬>I to ⊥I.
• We may sugar ¬(¬x∧¬y) to x∨Iy or x∨y, and ¬x∨y to x ⊃ y, and (x ⊃ y)∧(y ⊃ x)

to x⇔I y.
• We may write “e ≈ e′” for “e / e′ and e′ / e”.

Lemma 5.15. Suppose z ∈ JoK and a, b : α and x ∈ JαK. Then:

1. If b 6∈ supp(z) then z[a7→x] = ((b a)·z)[b7→x].
2. If b 6∈ supp(z) then ∀a.z = ∀b.(b a)·z.

Proof. Unpacking the syntactic sugar of Notation 5.14 it suffices to show that [b](b a)·z =
[a]z. Now by assumption a, b 6∈ supp([a]z) and by part 1 of Corollary 5.9 (b a)·[a]z = [a]z.
The result follows by equivariance of the interpretation.

13The notion of model in Definition 5.16 will impose futher nominal algebra axioms to make [a]x not just an
α-abstractor, but also give it βη-style behaviour. Thus, [a] is destined to model λa. Still, [a]x is no more equal to
a functional abstraction than it is equal to a nominal atoms-abstraction. It is just a model.
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(moda) aI[a7→x] = x
(mod#) a 6∈ supp(z)⇒ z[a7→x] = z
(modapp) (z′ •z)[a7→x] = (z′[a 7→x]) • (z[a7→x])
(mod[]) c 6∈ supp(x)⇒ ([c]z)[a7→x] = [c](z[a 7→x])
(modid) z[a7→aI] = z
(modη) a 6∈ supp(z)⇒ [a](z • aI) = z

Figure 7: Equality in models

(Commute) x ∧ y ≈ y ∧ x
(Assoc) (x ∧ y) ∧ z ≈ x ∧ (y ∧ z)
(Huntington) x ≈ ¬(¬x∧¬y)∧¬(¬x∧ y)

(∀E) ∀a.x / x
(∀∧) ∀a.(x ∧ y) ≈ (∀a.x) ∧ (∀a.y)
(∀∨) a 6∈ supp(y)⇒ ∀a.(x ∨ y) ≈ (∀a.x) ∨ y

Figure 8: Preorder on truth-values

Definition 5.16. Call an interpretation I a model when:

• The axioms in Figure 7 hold.
• The axioms in Figure 8 hold.
• / is a congruence in the sense that for x, y ∈ JoK and u ∈ JαK and a ∈ Aα, if
x / x′ and y / y′ then

¬x′ / ¬x, x ∧ y / x′ ∧ y′, ∀a.x / ∀a.x′, and x[a7→u] / x′[a7→u].

Remark 5.17. Models have a part to model the simply-typed λ-calculus, and a part to
model the logic at type o.

• The axioms of Figure 7 handle the simply-typed λ-calculus. Compare with the
nominal Henkin semantics from [GM11].

• The axioms in Figure 8 handle the logic taking place at type o. These axioms
are evolved from [GM08b], where (first-order) logic was axiomatised in nominal
algebra. We are using nominal algebra [GM09a] in this paper, but ‘secretly’ in the
sense that we do not develop its formal syntax and semantics.

Broadly speaking, this subsection is obtained by combining [GM11] with [GM08b]. The
combination is not off-the-shelf; the systems have been adapted, simplified, and improved;
see Subsection 9.1.
Remark 5.18. Our notion of truth in JoK is intensional in the sense that for z′, z ∈ JoK,
z′ ≈ z does not imply z′ = z. That is, our model allows truth-values to have properties
that can distinguish them but do not relate to entailment.

We give an intuitive example; it will be made completely formal in Definition 7.1.
Take JoK to be some set of predicates, preordered by logical entailment, and take any two
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distinct predicates φ and ψ. Then we expect φ ∧ ψ ≈ ψ ∧ φ to hold, but φ ∧ ψ and ψ ∧ φ
are not equal predicates and so will not be equal elements of JoK.

This modest increase in complexity (and generality) makes it easier to build some mod-
els later. In particular, the syntactic model of Subsection 7.1 is easier to construct, because
by distinguishing ≈ and = we avoid having to take a quotient by logical equivalence,
which would be inconvenient. In fact, intensional semantics also have more general justi-
fications from linguistics and computing amongst other fields; see for instance [BBK04]
or [Sha85].
Remark 5.19. Following on from Remark 5.18, note that models themselves are still
extensional in the sense that we assume η-equivalence ((modη) in Figure 7 and, in the
syntax, (stxη) in Figure 2). This is not absolutely necessary but it does make things easier
because every z ∈ Jα→βK has the form [a]z′ for z′ = z • a, where a 6∈ supp(z). (Such an a
always exists because by assumption supp(z) is finite.)

These are purely design decisions, made to keep the definitions and proofs as simple
as possible.

Lemmas 5.20 to 5.23 are basic corollaries of the axioms of being a model:
Lemma 5.20. The following all hold:

• supp(aI) ⊆ {a}.
• supp(fI) = ∅.
• supp([a]x) ⊆ supp(x)\{a}.
• supp(x′ • x) ⊆ supp(x′) ∪ supp(x).

Proof. Using the equivariance condition on I and part 3 of Corollary 5.9, and our assump-
tion that a 6∈ supp([a]x).

Corollary 5.21. supp(∀a.x) ⊆ supp(x)\{a} and supp(z[a7→x]) ⊆ (supp(z)\{a})∪supp(x).

Proof. From Lemma 5.20 recalling the syntactic sugar of Notation 5.14.

Lemma 5.22. 1. ∀a.>I ≈ >I and ∀a.⊥I ≈ ⊥I.
2. If z ∈ JoK and a 6∈ supp(z) then ∀a.z ≈ z.

Proof. To prove ∀a.>I ≈ >I we reason as follows, where we use facts of Boolean algebras
and congruence properties without comment:

∀a.>I ≈ ∀a.(>I ∨ >I)
(∀∨)
≈ (∀a.>I) ∨ >I ≈ >I.

Here we can use (∀∨) because by assumption in Definition 5.12 >I is equivariant.
By properties of Boolean algebra ⊥I / ∀a.⊥I. Conversely by (∀E) ∀a.⊥I / ⊥I.
For the second part we use the first part. Suppose a 6∈ supp(z). Then we reason as

follows:
∀a.z ≈ ∀a.(⊥I ∨ z)

(∀∨)
≈ (∀a.⊥I) ∨ z

Part 1
≈ ⊥I ∨ z ≈ z

Lemma 5.23. Suppose a : α.

1. If z ∈ JoK then ∀a.z / z[a7→x] for any x ∈ JαK.
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2. If z′ / z[a7→x] for all x ∈ JαK and a 6∈ supp(z′) then z′ / ∀a.z.

Proof. For the first part, by (∀E) ∀a.z / z. By congruence from Definition 5.16 (∀a.z)[a 7→x] /
z[a7→x]. By Corollary 5.21 and (mod#) (∀a.z)[a7→x] = ∀a.z. It follows that ∀a.z ≤
z[a7→x].

For the second part, it follows taking x = aI and using (modid) that z′ / z. By
congruence from Definition 5.16 ∀a.z′ / ∀a.z and by part 2 of Lemma 5.22 z′ / ∀a.z.

Corollary 5.24. Suppose a : α and z ∈ JoK. Then ∀a.z is a /-greatest lower bound for
{z[a7→x] | x ∈ JαK}.

Proof. By part 1 of Lemma 5.23 ∀a.z is a lower bound. Now suppose z′ / z[a7→x] for
every x ∈ JαK. Renaming if necessary using Lemma 5.15 suppose a 6∈ supp(z′). We use
part 2 of Lemma 5.23.

We mention another nice corollary of Lemma 5.23:
Lemma 5.25. If z ∈ JoK then ∀a.∀b.z ≈ ∀b.∀a.z.

Proof. By (∀E) ∀a.∀b.z / z. By congruence of ∀ in Definition 5.16 ∀b.∀a.∀a.∀b.z / ∀b.∀a.z.
By definition ∀b.∀a.∀a.∀b.z = ∀ • [b]∀ • [a]∀ • [a]∀ • [b]z. Now from Lemma 5.11 and
equivariance of I in Definition 5.12 it follows that b 6∈ supp(∀ • [a]∀ • [a]∀ • [b]z) and
a 6∈ supp(∀ • [a]∀ • [b]z). Thus using (∀E) we have ∀b.∀a.∀a.∀b.z = ∀a.∀b.z.

So ∀a.∀b.z / ∀b.∀a.z and by symmetry we are done.

5.3. Valuations

Definition 5.26. Given a model I, a valuation ζ to I is a map on variables such that for
every variable X , ζ(X) ∈ Jtype(X)K and supp(ζ(X)) ⊆ pms(X).

Definition 5.27. Suppose ζ is a valuation to a model I and suppose r : α. Define an
interpretation JrKζ ∈ JαK by:

JaKζ = aI JfKζ = fI Jπ·XKζ = π·ζ(X)

JrsKζ = JrKζ • JsKζ J[a]rKζ = [a]JrKζ

In the rest of this subsection we prove some standard results which will be useful
later. The most complex of these is probably Proposition 5.31.
Notation 5.28. Suppose X : α and x ∈ JαK. Define ζ[X:=x] by:

(ζ[X:=x])(X) = x (ζ[X:=x])(Y ) = ζ(Y )

Lemma 5.29. 1. Jπ·rKζ = π·JrKζ
2. Jr[X:=s]Kζ = JrKζ[X:=JsKζ ]

3. Jr[a7→s]Kζ = JrKζ [a7→JsKζ ]
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Proof. The first part is a routine induction on r. The second part is by a routine induction
on r, using the first part for the case r = π·X .

The third part is by unpacking Definition 5.27, recalling from Notation 2.15 that r[a7→s]
is syntactic sugar for ([a]r)s and from Notation 5.14 that JrKζ [a7→JsKζ ] is syntactic sugar
for ([a]JrKζ) • JsKζ .

Lemma 5.30. supp(JrKζ) ⊆ fa(r).

Proof. By induction on r.

• The case of a. By Lemma 5.20 supp(aI) ⊆ {a} = fa(a).
• The case of π·X . By assumption supp(ζ(X)) ⊆ pms(X). So using Proposition 5.7 we

have supp(π·ζ(X)) = π·supp(ζ(X)) ⊆ π·pms(X) = fa(π·X).
• The case of f. By Lemma 5.20 supp(fI) = ∅ = fa(f).
• The case of r′r. We reason as follows:

supp(Jr′rKζ) = supp(Jr′Kζ • JrKζ) Definition 5.27
⊆ supp(Jr′Kζ) ∪ supp(JrKζ) Lemma 5.20
⊆ fa(r′) ∪ fa(r) Ind. Hyp.
= fa(r′r) Definition 2.20

• The case of [a]r. We reason as follows:
supp(J[a]rKζ) = supp([a]JrKζ) Definition 5.27

⊆ JrKζ \ {a} Condition 2, Def. 5.27
⊆ fa(r) \ {a} Ind. Hyp.
= fa([a]r) Definition 2.20

Proposition 5.31. 1. If r =α r
′ then JrKζ = Jr′Kζ .

2. If r =αβη r
′ then JrKζ = Jr′Kζ .

Proof. Both parts are by induction on the derivation of =α and =αβη respectively. The
interesting cases are:

• Rule (stxα). Suppose a, b 6∈ fa(r). By Lemma 5.30 a, b 6∈ supp(JrKζ). By part 2 of
Corollary 5.9 (b a)·JrKζ = JrKζ . It follows by part 1 of Lemma 5.29 that J(b a)·rKζ =
JrKζ .

• Rule (stxa). By (moda).
• Rule (stx#). Suppose a 6∈ fa(r). By Lemma 5.30 a 6∈ supp(JrKζ). By (mod#)

JrKζ [a7→JtKζ ] = JrKζ . The result follows since by construction in Definition 5.27,
JrKζ [a7→JtKζ ] = Jr[a7→t]Kζ .

• Similarly, (stx•) follows from (modapp), (stx[]) follows from (mod[]), and (stxid)
follows from (modid).

Lemma 5.32. If ζ(X) = ζ ′(X) for every X ∈ fv(r) then JrKζ = JrKζ ′ .

Proof. By a routine induction on r.
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6. Interpretation of (maximising) hypersequents

6.1. Interpretation of hypersequents
For this subsection fix some model I (Definition 5.16). ζ will range over valuations

(Definition 5.26) to I. Recall also that φ ranges over formulae, that is, over terms of type o.
Hypersequents are conjunctions of disjunctions of formulae; we now show how to

interpret hypersequents and the notion of hypersequent rewriting (derivations) from
Definition 3.3 (we treat maximising hypersequents in Subsection 6.2) in I, culminating
with a soundness result Theorem 6.6.
Definition 6.1. Extend the interpretation of Definition 5.27 to sequents and hypersequents
as follows:

Jφ1 ∨∨∨ . . . ∨∨∨ φnKζ = Jφ1Kζ ∨I · · · ∨I JφnKζ J∅Kζ = ⊥I

JΦ1 ∧∧∧ . . . ∧∧∧ ΦmKζ = JΦ1Kζ ∧I · · · ∧I JΦmKζ J∅Kζ = >I

So ∨∨∨ and ∧∧∧ in hypersequents are interpreted as conjunction and disjunction in the
model. The right-hand column may seem confusing, but ∅ at the top is an empty sequent,
whereas ∅ at the bottom is an empty hypersequent;14 by convention, if a sequent is empty
its denotation is ⊥I and if a hypersequent is empty its denotation is >I.

Proposition 6.2. If
H

H′
is an instance of an (α∗) rule or of (β∧) then JHKζ ≈ JH′Kζ .

Proof. (α¬¬), (α>), (αEM), (α¬∧), and (β∧) follow from (Commute), (Assoc), and
(Huntington) (see [McC97] or [Hun33, Postulate 6, page 179]). (=αβη) follows from
Proposition 5.31.

Lemma 6.3. Suppose a : α and t : α. Then Jφ[a7→t]Kζ / J∃a.φKζ and J∀a.φKζ / Jφ[a7→t]Kζ .

Proof. We consider just the ∀ part; the ∃ part follows taking duals. We reason as follows:

J∀a.φKζ = ∀Iα • [a]JφKζ Definition 5.27
/ JφKζ [a7→JtKζ ] Part 1 Lemma 5.23
= Jφ[a 7→t]Kζ Part 3 Lemma 5.29

Corollary 6.4. If
H

H′
is an instance of (γ¬∀) or (γ∃) then JH′Kζ ≈ JHKζ .

Proof. We consider just the case of (γ∃); the case of (γ¬∀) is dual. Elements of a sequent
in a hypersequent are interpreted disjunctively, so it suffices to prove that Jφ[a7→r]Kζ /
J∃a.φKζ . This follows by Lemma 6.3.

Lemma 6.5. If
H

H′
is an instance of (δ−∀) or (δ−¬∃) then JH′Kζ ≈ >I implies JHKζ ≈ >I.

14Both are empty sets, but of different types.
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Proof. We consider just the case of (δ−∀); the case of (δ−¬∃) is dual. SupposeH = (φ ∨∨∨
Φ) ∧∧∧ H′ where φ is the focal formula of the instance of (δ−∀) so that a 6∈ fa(Φ).

Suppose J(φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H′Kζ ≈ >I. By part 1 of Lemma 5.22>I ≈ ∀a.>I. Using (∀∧) and
(∀∨) and Lemma 5.30 and part 2 of Lemma 5.22, we calculate that ∀a.Jφ ∨∨∨ ΦKζ ≈ J(∀a.φ) ∨∨∨
ΦKζ . Now we did not assume in (δ−∀) that a 6∈ fa(H) (where we take fa(

∧∨
φ) =

⋃
fa(φ)),

but we do know by (∀E) that ∀a.JHKζ / JHKζ . The result follows.

Theorem 6.6. IfH rewrites toH′ by the rules in Definition 3.3 and Figure 3 then JH′Kζ ≈ >I

implies JHKζ ≈ >I.
As a corollary, ifH rewrites to ∅ then JHKζ ≈ >I.

Proof. From Proposition 6.2, Corollary 6.4, and Lemma 6.5, and the fact that J∅Kζ =
>I.

The result corresponding to Theorem 6.6 for maximising hypersequents is Theorem 6.18.
Before considering maximising hypersequents, we need to tie up one small loose end:
Lemma 6.7. If z ≈ >I then z ≈ ∀a.z. Also, z ≈ >I if and only if ∀a.z ≈ >I.

Proof. Suppose z ≈ >I. Then ∀a.z ≈ ∀a.>I and by part 1 of Lemma 5.22 ∀a.z ≈ >I. It
follows by transitivity of ≈ that z ≈ ∀a.z.

Now suppose ∀a.z ≈ >I. By (∀E) ∀a.z / z. It follows that z ≈ >I.

Remark 6.8. In Theorem 6.6 we discuss JHKζ ≈ >I. By Lemma 6.7 this equality has the
value of a universally quantified closure.

The use of nominal models buys us some simplicity in that we do not need to ex-
plicitly quantify or λ-abstract over free atoms. In Theorem 6.6 we do not have to say
something of the form ‘for all valuations of atoms to denotational elements JHK = >’
or ‘Jλx1, . . . , xn.HK = λx1, . . . , xn.>where {x1, . . . , xn} include the variables free inH’.
This is all handled automatically when we write JHKζ = >I.

Also, nothing in the models so far insists that there be anything specifically non-
nominal to quantify over. (This echoes an observation made in a slightly different context
in [GM11, Theorem 3.15] that the nominal models of [GM11] always have ‘sufficiently
many points’.)

It is traditional to add fresh constant symbols or parameters to the signature of a
language to help us interpret universally quantified formulae. In nominal techniques the
need for this structure is fulfilled by the specific and rich structure of atoms.

6.2. Interpretation of maximising hypersequents
We now show how to interpret the maximising hypersequents of Section 4 in models.

This extra power corresponds nicely to extra structure in the models, which we now
discuss:
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Definition 6.9. Suppose a : α and z ∈ Jα→oK. Call x ∈ JαK a maximiser for z, and say
that the element x maximises z, when

1. supp(x) ⊆ supp(z) and
2. z • x ≈ ∃Iα • z.

Say that I has maximisers for every type α, when every z ∈ Jα→oK has at least one
maximiser.
Conversely we can say that x ∈ JαK minimises z ∈ Jα→oK when supp(x) ⊆ supp(z)
and z • x ≈ ∀Iα • z.

Remark 6.10. We insist on supp(x) ⊆ supp(z) in condition 1 of Definition 6.9 to ensure that
in Proposition 6.17 when we build ζ[Xi:=xi]

n
1 , this will be a valuation (Definition 5.26).

By part 2 of Lemma 5.23 (and extensionality (modη)) the condition z • x ≈ ∃Iα • z is
just a fancy way of saying that z • x′ / z • x for all x′, in other words, that x is an element
that maximises z • x.

Another way to understand the condition supp(x) ⊆ supp(z) is to view z as an open
predicate: open, and thus parameterised over the atoms in its support. Then, whatever
values x assumes should depend only on those parameters.

We note here, as we noted in Remark 6.8, that there is nothing in the model to insist
that the atoms ever get instantiated to ‘actual values’. The point of the nominal models is
that we can and do reason directly on open elements, and indeed the distinction between
open and closed is no longer equal to the distinction between syntax and semantics.

In particular there is no need to explicitly abstract over the free atoms of z and write
‘for all closing λ-abstractions’ or ‘for all substitutions’. The nominal models make it
possible to talk about maximising elements directly and without lifting them to higher
types to account for syntactic parameters.

We now take a moment to unpack and verify the dualisation of ∀ and ∃ with respect
to maximisation/minimisation:
Proposition 6.11. Suppose z′ ∈ JoK and a : α and x ∈ JαK. Then x minimises [a]z′ if and only
if x maximises [a]¬z′.

Proof. Suppose supp(x) ⊆ supp(z′) \ {a}. It suffices to show that z′[a7→x] ≈ ∀a.z′ if and
only if (¬z′)[a7→x] ≈ ∃a.¬z′. But ∃a.z′ is syntactic sugar for ¬∀a.¬z′. The result follows
using (modapp) and (mod#), and facts of Boolean algebra.

For the rest of this subsection suppose I is a model (Definition 5.16), and I has max-
imisers.

Definition 6.12. Extend the interpretation of Definition 6.1 to maximising hyperse-
quents as follows:

JX↑[a]φKζ = J∃a.φKζ ⊃I Jφ[a7→X]Kζ
J(Xi↑[ai]φi)n1 Kζ = JX1↑[a1]φ1Kζ ∧I · · · ∧I JXn↑[an]φnKζ

J(Xi↑[ai]φi)n1 ` HKζ = J(Xi↑[ai]φi)n1 Kζ ∧∧∧ JHKζ
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Remark 6.13. In Definition 4.1 we took fa([a]φ) ⊆ pms(X). From the point of view of
the models, it might also suffice to take fa([a]φ) = pms(X). We allow a subset inclusion
because Lemma 5.30 is a subset inclusion, not an equality; it might be that some atoms
that appear in a term do not feature in its denotation (think of first projection(a, b)). It
does no harm to leave ourselves a little leeway.
Remark 6.14. In Remarks 4.2 and 4.10 we described maximisers as a form of choice.
Now that we have defined the formal semantics we can be more precise about this.
Definition 6.12 does not make a choice, in the sense of choosing an element. It simply takes
the conjunction of JX↑[a]φKζ (a truth-value) with JHKζ (another truth-value). This is why
we described maximisers as non-Skolemising.

What gives this conjunction the effect of a choice is, specifically, the ∃ζ in Theorem 6.18
and Corollary 6.19.

It might help to think of maximisers as a form of delayed choice.
We mention this particularly in case the reader is tempted to imagine that maximisers

are just a syntactic repackaging of Hilbert’s choice ε. They are not, and this is made
semantically precise in Section 8.
Lemma 6.15. Suppose a : α and X : α. Then

JX↑[a]φKζ ∧ J∃a.φKζ / Jφ[a7→X]Kζ
JX↑[a]¬φKζ ∧ Jφ[a 7→X]Kζ / J∀a.φKζ

Proof. We just unpack Definition 6.12 and use Definition 5.27 and properties of Boolean
algebra.

Corollary 6.16. If
P

P ′
is an instance of (δX∀) or (δX¬∃) then JP ′Kζ / JPKζ .

Proof. We consider just the case of (δX∀); the case of (δX¬∃) is dual. Suppose

P = (Xi↑[ai]φi)n1 ` (∀a.φ ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H and
P ′ = (Xi↑[ai]φi)n1 , X↑[a]¬φ ` (φ[a7→X] ∨∨∨ Φ) ∧∧∧ H.

We unpack Definition 6.12 and use Lemma 6.15.

Proposition 6.17. Suppose C is a maximisation condition. Then there exists a valuation ζ such
that JCKζ ≈ >I.

Proof. Choose any valuation ζ1. We work by induction on the partial order≺ on variables
induced by C (Definition 4.5) to construct a sequence ζ1, ζ2, . . . , ζn such that ζn is the
required valuation.

Start with a ≺-minimal element Xi ∈ dom(C), so that by functionality of C (Defini-
tion 4.5), C = {Xi↑[ai]φi} ∪ C′ where C′ = C\{Xi↑[ai]φi}. We assumed Xi is ≺-minimal
so by Lemma 4.7 we have fv(φi)∩ dom(C) = ∅. By assumption I has maximisers so there
exists an xi maximising JφiKζ1 . Set ζ2 = ζ1[Xi:=xi].

Repeat this process for C′ and work our way up ≺ to arrive at ζn = ζ1[Xi:=xi]
n
1

where n is the cardinality of dom(C). Using Lemma 5.32 we can verify that xi maximises
J[ai]φiKζn for each 1≤i≤n, as required.
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We must also check that ζn is a valuation; it suffices to show that supp(xi) ⊆ pms(Xi)
for each i. This follows from condition 1 of Definition 6.9, Lemma 5.30, and Definition 4.1.

Theorem 6.18 is to maximising hypersequents as Theorem 6.6 was to hypersequents:
Theorem 6.18. If P rewrites to P ′ by the rules of Definition 4.11 then

∃ζ.JP ′Kζ≈>I implies ∃ζ.JPKζ≈>I.

As a corollary, if P rewrites to C ` ∅ then ∃ζ.JPKζ≈>I.

Proof. From Proposition 6.2, Corollary 6.4, Corollary 6.16, and Proposition 6.17 (existence
of maximisers).

Corollary 6.19. If ∅ ` H rewrites to C ` ∅ by the rules of Definition 4.11 then ∃ζ.JHK ≈ >I.

Proof. Direct from Theorem 6.18 using the fact that any ζ satisfies the empty maximisation
condition.

Remark 6.20. When nominal unknowns X , Y , Z were introduced in [UPG03, UPG04] as
unification variables, they had a flavour of existential variables; that is, variables ranging
over elements that we try to ‘find’ to ‘make something true’. This is made formal in
Theorem 6.18 by the use of ∃ζ; we try to find values that make the denotation of the
problem be true.

Atoms are ‘universal’ in a sense made formal by the following lemma: if JPKζ = >I

and a ∈ Aα then by (mod#) from Figure 7 also JPKζ [a7→x] = >I for every x ∈ JαK. Part 3
of Lemma 5.29 relates this semantic substitution to a natural notion of substituting atoms
for terms in problems.

Condition 2 of Definition 6.9 and Definition 6.12 make formal a sense in which max-
imisation conditions restrict existential variables X to make a predicate φ[a7→X] as true
as possible. Using negation, we can then give X a universal flavour, by restricting it to
range over elements that try to make ¬φ[a7→X] as true as possible, i.e. φ[a7→X] as false as
possible. This is happens in (δX∀) in Figure 5.

Thus, two distinct notions of ‘universal’ variable are explained in our nominal semantics—
we easily map this to the syntax in Subsection 6.3. Note that variables do not obsolete
atoms. We still need atoms to name lemmas, or, in λ-calculus terminology, we still need
to be able to write [a]r and apply this to s to make ([a]r) • s, or write [a]φ and apply ∀ to
it to make ∀ • [a]φ.

In view of the above, the reader should take the tag ‘universal’ for atoms a, and
‘existential’ for variables X , with a pinch of salt.15 We can always form ∃a.φ or insert a
maximisation conditionX↑[a]¬φ. Ultimately, the precise meanings of atoms and variables
are given by the semantics. For the reader’s convenience we recall the critical definitions:
5.27, 6.1, 6.9, and 6.12.

15A thread of research is devoted to givingX , Y , Z a universal flavour: we can generalise nominal terms with
λX or ∀X [GL09, DG12a], or makeX behave like a schema variable [GM10] (in the sense of ‘an axiom-schema’).
More on this in Subsection 9.1.

The interaction between a andX is really about names and capture, and such notions arise in a great number
of situations—one of which is proof-search.
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6.3. Instantiating X in (maximising) hypersequents
We can now come full circle and show how the existential flavour of X can be folded

back down into the syntax. In other words, we show how to instantiate X in a hyperse-
quent or maximising hypersequent. With the maths we have so far, this is not hard.

We need a little notation:
Definition 6.21. Suppose s : type(X) and fa(s) ⊆ pms(X) so that [X:=s] is an instantia-
tion (Definition 2.26). SupposeH =

∧∨
φi is a hypersequent. Then define

H[X:=s] =
∧∨

(φi[X:=s]).

If C = (Xi↑[ai]φi)n1 and X 6∈ dom(C) (so X 6∈ {Xi | 1≤i≤n}) then define

C[X:=s] = (Xi↑[ai](φi[X:=s]))n1 .

Suppose P = (C ` H) and X 6∈ dom(C). Define

P[X:=s] = (C[X:=s] ` H[X:=s]).

Finally, if X 6∈ fv(φ) define16

(C, X↑[a]φ ` H)[X:=s] =
(
C[X:=s] ` ((∃a.φ) ⊃ (φ[a 7→s])) ∧∧∧ H[X:=s]

)
.

We take a moment to state the obvious:
Lemma 6.22. Suppose s : type(X) and fa(s) ⊆ pms(X), so that [X:=s] is an instantiation.
Suppose C ` H is a maximising hypersequent.

Then if C[X:=s] is a valid maximisation condition then (C ` H)[X:=s] is a maximising
hypersequent.

Lemma 6.22 is interesting not for the logical content (which is almost directly tautolog-
ical) but for highlighting the condition that C[X:=s] be a valid maximisation condition.
Recall from Subsection 4.2.3 that this depends on ≺ remaining well-founded. Whether
that holds depends on the precise structures of C and s.
Lemma 6.23. Suppose s : type(X) and fa(s) ⊆ pms(X) so that [X:=s] is an instantiation.
Suppose P = (C ` H) is a maximising hypersequent and C[X:=s] is a valid maximisation
condition.

Then JP[X:=s]Kζ = JPKζ[X:=JsKζ ]
.

Proof. By unpacking Definitions 6.12 and 6.21 and using part 2 of Lemma 5.29.

Theorem 6.24. Suppose s : type(X) and fa(s) ⊆ pms(X) so that [X:=s] is an instantiation.
Suppose P = (C ` H) is a maximising hypersequent and C[X:=s] is a valid maximisation
condition. Then:

1. If ∃ζ.JP[X:=s]Kζ = >I then ∃ζ.JPKζ = >I.
2. If ∀ζ.JPKζ / JP ′Kζ then ∀ζ.JP[X:=s]Kζ / JP ′[X:=s]Kζ .

Proof. Both parts are from Lemma 6.23.

16We will know X 6∈ fv(φ) by condition 1 in Definition 4.5 (well-foundedness) so (∃a.φ)[X:=s] = ∃a.φ and
(φ[a7→X])[X:=s] = φ[a7→s].
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With what we now have, we can put the instantiations of Subsections 3.2 and 4.2 (see
Remark 3.6) in a more general context:
Proposition 6.25. Suppose s : type(X) and fa(s) ⊆ pms(X) so that [X:=s] is an instantiation.

1. SupposeH andH′ are hypersequents. ThenH ⇒ H′ impliesH[X:=s]⇒ H′[X:=s].
2. Suppose C and C′ are maximisation conditions and X 6∈ dom(C) ∪ dom(C′). Suppose
C[X:=s] and C′[X:=s] are valid maximisation conditions.
Then (C ` H)⇒ (C′ ` H′) implies (C ` H)[X:=s]⇒ (C′ ` H′)[X:=s].

Proof. For part 1 of this result we check each of the rules in Figure 3 and see that they
are preserved by instantiating variables: By part 4 of Proposition 2.29 the side-condition
φ =αβη φ

′ in (=αβη) is preserved . By Proposition 2.25 the side-condition r : type(a) in (γ¬∀)
is preserved. Using part 1 of Proposition 2.29 the side-condition a 6∈ fa(Φ) is preserved.

Part 2 of this result follows using Lemma 6.22 and some routine calculations on
syntax.

7. Building models by hand

We set about building some concrete instances of the notion of model given in Subsec-
tion 5.2. Two possibilities naturally present themselves: build a model out of quotiented
syntax; or build a nominal model out of some standard model of higher-order logic over
ordinary (non-nominal) sets. These are Subsections 7.1 and 7.2 respectively. We also
return to these in Subsection 8.3, when we consider choice.

7.1. The syntactic model
Recall from Definition 2.22 the definition of =αβη as the least congruence containing

(stxα), rules (stxa) to (stxid), and (stxη).
Definition 7.1. Let / be the least preorder congruence containing =αβη and also such that:

φ ∧ ψ ≈ ψ ∧ φ (φ ∧ ψ) ∧ χ ≈ φ ∧ (ψ ∧ χ)
φ ≈ ¬(¬φ ∧ ¬ψ) ∧ ¬(¬φ ∧ ψ)
∀a.φ / φ
∀a.(φ ∧ ψ) ≈ (∀a.φ) ∧ (∀a.ψ) a 6∈ fa(ψ)⇒ ∀a.(φ ∨ ψ) ≈ (∀a.φ) ∨ ψ

Here, as before in Notation 5.14, we write “φ ≈ ψ” as shorthand for “φ / ψ and ψ / φ”.
Definition 7.2. Define JαKS = {[r]αβη | r : α}. Give this the pointwise permutation action
π·[r]αβη = [π·r]αβη.

It is easy to check that Definition 7.2 determines a nominal set, in which [r]αβη is
supported by fa(r).
Definition 7.3. Define an interpretation S (Definition 5.12) by assigning to each type α
the nominal set JαKS, along with the following data:

• aS = [a]αβη and fS = [f ]αβη.
• [a][r]αβη = [[a]r]αβη.
• [r]αβη • [s]αβη = [rs]αβη.
• [φ]αβη / [ψ]αβη if φ / ψ.
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Lemma 7.4. r =αβη s if and only if π·r =αβη π·s. As a corollary, Definition 7.3 is equivariant in
the sense of Definition 5.12.

Proof. We note that Definition 2.22 is symmetric in permuting atoms, and therefore so is
the relation =αβη that it defines.

Remark 7.5. One of the fundamental observations of nominal techniques is that atoms are
symmetric, and this can be exploited to give fast, convenient, and fully-rigorous proofs of
real theorems in real maths papers, such as in [Gab07a],17 or here in Lemma 7.4. This
is made formal by the general nominal meta-principle of equivariance for symmetric
predicates [Gab11a, Theorem 4.4]. A concrete proof of Lemma 7.4 by induction on the
derivation of r =αβη s is also possible; that would amount to verifying the symmetries
inductively.
Lemma 7.6. a 6∈ supp([[a]r]αβη).

Proof. By (stxα) if b is fresh (so b 6∈ fa(r)∪supp([[a]r]αβη)) then [a]r =α [b](b a)·r. It follows
that (b a)·[[a]r]αβη = [[a]r]αβη and so by part 3 of Corollary 5.9 that a 6∈ supp([[a]r]αβη).18

Corollary 7.7. Definition 7.3 is an interpretation.

Proof. From Lemmas 7.6 and 7.4.

We will need Lemma 7.8 in a moment. This is a special case of a more general result
[Gab12b, Lemma 7.6.2]:
Lemma 7.8. If a 6∈ supp([r]αβη) then there exists some r′ ≈ r such that a 6∈ fa(r′).

Proof. Suppose a 6∈ supp([r]αβη). Choose fresh b, so b 6∈ fa(r) ∪ supp([r]αβη). By part 1 of
Corollary 5.9 (b a)·[r]αβη = [r]αβη and it follows that (b a)·r ∈ [r]αβη, that is, (b a)·r =αβη r.
We take r′ = (b a)·r and note by Lemma 2.21 that a 6∈ fa(r′).

Proposition 7.9 looks like a trivial replay of (stxa) to (stxid) and (stxη) from Figure 2,
but this is deceptive. The freshness side-conditions of the model equalities refer to support
of equivalence classes of terms; the freshness side-conditions of the syntactic equalities
refer to free atoms of a term.
Proposition 7.9. The axioms (moda) to (modid) and (modη) from Figure 7 are valid in S.

Proof. We consider just the case of (mod#); the other axioms are no harder. Suppose
a 6∈ supp([r]αβη). By Lemma 7.8 there exists some r′ such that r′ =αβη r and a does not occur
at all in r′. In particular, it is not hard to prove that a 6∈ fa(r′). By (stx#) r′[a7→t] =αβη r

′.
By congruence of =αβη, also r[a7→t] =αβη r and so [r[a7→t]]αβη = [r]αβη as required.

Proposition 7.10. The axioms (Commute) to (∀∨) from Figure 8 are valid in S.

17This paper was submitted in 2003.
18Technically, we also need to check that [[a]r]αβη has finite support, so that we can choose a b fresh for it. This

also follows from the symmetries of atoms; for the general statement of the relevant nominal meta-principle,
see [Gab11a, Theorem 4.7].
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Proof. Most follow directly from the preorder on terms in Definition 7.1. As for Proposi-
tion 7.9 we just have to be a little careful about the freshness side-conditions.

There is only one of these: we must show that if a 6∈ supp([ψ]αβη) then ∀a.([φ]αβη ∨
[ψ]αβη) ≈ (∀a.[φ]αβη) ∨ [ψ]αβη.

So suppose a 6∈ supp([ψ]αβη). Using Lemma 7.8 let ψ′ be such that ψ′ =αβη ψ and
a 6∈ fa(ψ′). By assumption ∀a.(φ ∨ ψ′) =αβη (∀a.φ) ∨ ψ′. By the congruence properties of
=αβη we are done.

The arguments above suffice to prove that we have a model:
Theorem 7.11. S is a model in the sense of Definition 5.16.

7.2. The functional model F
We now show how to obtain a model in the sense of Definition 5.16 from an ‘ordinary’

functional model of higher-order logic.
Definition 7.12. A functional model F is an assignment as follows:

• To each base type τ assign a non-empty ‘ordinary’ set JτKF.
• To each constant f assign an element fF ∈ Jtype(f)KF.

We extend J-KF to all types by

JoKF = {⊥,>} (Booleans) and Jα→βKF = JαKF⇒JβKF (function space).

Fix some functional model F. We now work towards Definition 7.19, in which we
construct a nominal model I in the sense of Definition 5.16, out of F:
Definition 7.13. For each type α write Aα⇒JαKF for the set of functions from atoms of
type α to JαKF. We let ς range over elements of

∏
α Aα⇒JαKF (product over all types) and

give ς a permutation action by

(π·ς)(a) = ς(π-1(a)).

Remark 7.14. It is a fact that the set
∏
α Aα⇒JαKF forms a set with a permutation action

(Definition 5.2), but it is not necessarily a nominal set (Definition 5.3). Because of how we
use the ς in what follows, this will not be a problem.

Where does the action in Definition 7.13 come from, anyway? It is a special case of the
standard conjugation action (π·ς)(a) = π·ς(π-1(a)) where we use the trivial action π·x = x
for every x ∈ JαKF. This is entirely standard; one place where this is discussed specifically
in a ‘nominal’ context is [Gab12b, Definition 2.4.2].
Definition 7.15. Write JβK for

• the set of functions f from
∏
α Aα⇒JαKF to JβKF such that for each f there exists a

finite set Af such that if ς(a) = ς ′(a) for every a ∈ Af then f(ς) = f(ς ′),
• with a permutation action defined by

(π·f)(ς) = f(π-1·ς).

Lemma 7.16. JβK from Definition 7.15 determines a nominal set.
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Proof. It is routine to verify that the permutation action is indeed a group action.
Suppose π(a) = a for every a ∈ Af (Definition 7.15). By Definition 7.15 (π·f)(ς) =

f(π-1·ς). By Definition 7.13 (π-1·ς)(a) = ς(π(a)). Now by assumption ς(a) = ς(π(a)) for
every a ∈ Af . Therefore, (π-1·ς)(a) = ς(a) for every a ∈ Af , and so f(ς) = f(π-1·ς), and
so (π·f)(ς) = f(ς). Thus, f has finite support (and is supported by Af ).

Notation 7.17 is clearly in the same spirit as Notation 5.28:
Notation 7.17. Suppose a : α and x ∈ JαKF. Define ς[a:=x] by:

(ς[a:=x])(a) = x (ς[a:=x])(b) = ς(b)

Lemma 7.18. If ς(a) = ς ′(a) for every a ∈ supp(f) then f(ς) = f(ς ′).

Proof. Suppose ς(a) = ς ′(a) for every a ∈ supp(f). Recall the definition of Af from
Definition 7.15. It suffices to show that if a ∈ Af \ supp(f) and a : α and x ∈ JαKF then
f(ς[a:=x]) = f(ς).

Choose fresh b : α (so b 6∈ Af ). By part 1 of Corollary 5.9 (b a)·f = f , since a, b 6∈
supp(f). We reason as follows:

f(ς[a:=x])
b6∈Af

= f(ς[a:=x][b:=ς(a)])
(b a)·f=f

= f(ς[b:=x])
b6∈Af

= f(ς)

Definition 7.19. We define an interpretation I (Definition 5.12) by assigning to each type
α the nominal set JαK from Definition 7.15, along with the following data:

• aI(ς) = ς(a).
• fI(ς) = fF.
• If f ∈ JβK and a ∈ Aα then ([a]f)(ς) = λx∈JαKF.f(ς[a:=x]).
• If f ∈ Jα→βK and g ∈ JαK then (f • g)(ς) = f(ς)(g(ς)).
• If f, g ∈ JoK then define f / g when for every ς , f(ς) = > implies g(ς) = >.

Also, we interpret ⊥, >, ¬, ∧, and ∀α from Definition 2.8 as follows:

⊥I(ς) = ⊥ (f ∧I g)(ς) = f(ς) ∧ g(ς)
>I(ς) = >

(¬If)(ς) = ¬(f(ς)) (∀Iα)(ς) = λy∈Jα→βKF.
∧
x∈JαKF yx

Above, ∧ and
∧

refer to the standard greatest lower bound operation on the set
{⊥,>}. We now set about checking that Definition 7.19 determines a model in the sense
of Definition 5.16. We sketch the non-trivial parts.
Lemma 7.20. Suppose a ∈ Aα and f ∈ JβK. Then a 6∈ supp([a]f).

Proof. Using Lemma 7.18 it suffices to show that ([a]f)(ς[a:=x]) = ([a]f)(ς) for all ς . This
follows from the definitions, because the information in ς(a) gets overwritten by [a]f .

Lemma 7.21. Definition 7.19 is equivariant, that is:

• π·aI = (π(a))I.
• π·fI = fI for f one of ⊥, ∧, or ∀α.
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• π·[a]f = [π(a)]π·f .
• π·(f • g) = (π·f) • (π·g).

Proof. We consider each case in turn:

• (π·aI)(ς) = (π-1·ς)(a) = ς(π(a)) and (π(a))I(ς) = ς(π(a)).
• We consider just the case of ∀α. We note that ∀Iα(ς) = ∀Iα(ς ′) for all ς and ς ′. It

follows that π·∀Iα = ∀Iα.
• We reason as follows:

(π·[a]f)(ς) = ([a]f)(π-1·ς)
= λx∈JαKF.f((π-1·ς)[π(a):=x])

([π(a)]π·f)(ς) = λx∈JαKF.f((π-1·ς)[π(a):=x])

• The case of f • g is routine.

Recall from Notation 5.14 that f [a7→g] is syntactic sugar for ([a]f) • g. We unpack this
concretely:
Lemma 7.22. Suppose f ∈ Jα→βK and a ∈ Aα and g ∈ JαK. Then (f [a7→g])(ς) = f(ς[a:=g(ς)]).

Proof. We just unpack Definition 7.19:

(([a]f) • g)(ς) = ([a]f)(ς)(g(ς)) = f(ς[a:=g(ς)])

Remark 7.23. Note in passing that if f, g ∈ JoK then f ≈ g if and only if f = g so the
functional model (unlike the syntactic model of Subsection 7.1) is extensional on truth-
values (cf. Remark 5.18).
Proposition 7.24. Definition 7.19 satisfies the axioms of Figures 7 and Figure 8.

Proof. We use Lemma 7.22 without comment:

• Rule (moda). (aI[a7→h])(ς) = (ς[a:=h(ς)])(a) = h(ς).
• Rule (mod#). Suppose a 6∈ supp(f). By Lemma 7.18 f(ς) = f(ς[a:=h(ς)]).
• Rule (modapp). (f ′ • f)(ς[a:=h(ς)]) = f ′(ς[a:=h(ς)])(f(ς[a:=h(ς)])).
• Rule (mod[]). Suppose c 6∈ supp(h).

(([c]f)[a7→h])(ς) =λg.f(ς[c:=g(ς), a:=h(ς)]) Def. 7.19, Lem. 7.22
([c](f [a7→h]))(ς) =λg.f(ς[c:=g(ς), a:=h(ς[c:=g(ς))]) Def. 7.19, Lem. 7.22

=λg.f(ς[c:=g(ς), a:=h(ς)]) Lemma 7.18
• Rule (modid). (f [a7→aI])(ς) = f(ς[a:=ς(a)]) = f(ς).
• (Commute), (Assoc), and (Huntington) are routine.
• Rules (∀E) and (∀∧) are routine.
• Rule (∀∨). Suppose a : α and a 6∈ supp(g) and f, g ∈ JoK. Then
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(∀α • [a](f ∨ g))(ς) =
∧
x∈JαKF

(
f(ς[a:=x])∨ g(ς[a:=x])

)
Definition 7.19

=
∧
x∈JαKF(f(ς[a:=x]) ∨ g(ς)) Lemma 7.18

=(
∧
x∈JαKF f(ς[a:=x])) ∨ g(ς) Fact

=((∀α • [a]f) ∨ g)(ς) Definition 7.19

Theorem 7.25. Definition 7.19 determines a model in the sense of Definition 5.16.

Proof. This is Lemmas 7.20 and 7.21 and Proposition 7.24.

8. Choice

We consider how Hilbert’s ε can be accommodated in our framework.
A word on notation: we write ε for the choice constant in syntax (Definition 8.1), and

the ever-so-slightly-more-italic ε for a choice function in semantics (Definition 8.6).

8.1. Syntax and axiom
In Definition 2.8 we assumed a fixed but arbitrary set of constants (so long as it

contained ⊥, ∧, and ∀α). Now we add to this list:
Definition 8.1. For each type α assume a constant εα : (α→o)→o. Write εα[a]r as εαa.r
or εa.r.

Add to the definition of =αβη in Figure 2 the following axiom (and change =αβη to =αβηε

accordingly):
(stxε) ∀a.φ =αβηε φ[a7→εa.¬φ]

We call this syntax and the notion of equality =αβηε a syntax with choice.
Remark 8.2. Recall from Notation 2.15 that ∃a.φ is syntactic sugar for¬(∀α[a]¬φ) (for some
α), so an alternative to (stxε) is ∃a.φ =αβηε φ[a7→εa.φ]. These expressions are recognisable
as Hilbert and Bernays’ formulae (ε2) (for ∀) and (ε1) (for ∃) of [HB70, page 15].
Remark 8.3. The reader familiar with nominal techniques might wonder: are nominal
techniques not supposed to be inconsistent with choice? For instance [Gab11a, Theo-
rem 10.11] proves that the axiom of choice is inconsistent with the axioms underlying
nominal techniques.19

The choice used here is an equivariant choice, which is consistent with nominal tech-
niques; see Example 8.5. This makes Lemma 8.4 particularly relevant:
Lemma 8.4. Suppose a : α. Then:

• π·(εa.φ) = επ(a).π·φ.
• (εa.φ)[b7→s] =αβηε εa.(φ[b 7→s]) provided a 6∈ fa(s).

19This observation has an excellent pedigree. Nominal techniques are based on Fraenkel-Mostowski set
theory, which was developed specifically to prove the independence of the axiom of choice from the other
axioms of set theory (with atoms). Historical notes to the earlier literature are in [Gab11a, Remark 2.22].
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Proof. For the first part we unpack Definition 2.20, bearing in mind that εα is just a
constant symbol (one of the f from Definition 2.8):

π·(εa.φ) = π·(εα[a]φ) = (π·εα)π·[a]φ = εα[π(a)]π·φ = επ(a).π·φ.

For the second part we unpack Figure 2, reasoning as follows:

(εa.φ)[b7→s] = (εα[a]φ)[b7→s] Definition
= εα[b 7→s](([a]φ)[b 7→s]) (stxapp)
= εα([a](φ[b7→s])) (stx#), (stx[]), a6∈fa(s)
= εa.(φ[b7→s]) Definition

Example 8.5. We give concrete examples of equivariant and non-equivariant choice:

1. Non-equivariant choice. Consider the set of all unordered pairs of distinct atoms
P ⊆ pow(A) (pow is from Example 5.4). So for example {a, b} ∈ P and {a} 6∈ P and
{a, b, c} 6∈ P .
Then it is a fact that no choice function f fromP toA is equivariant. That is, for every
choice function f there exist π and a and b such that π(f({a, b})) 6= f({π(a), π(b)}).

2. Equivariant choice. Consider the set of all unordered pairs of distinct natural num-
bers N ⊆ N. So for example {1, 2} ∈ N and {1} 6∈ N and {1, 2, 3} 6∈ N . Give N the
trivial permutation action π·x = x.
Then every choice function g from N to N (e.g. g mapping {x, y} to the lesser of x
and y) is equivariant. That is, π·(g({x, y})) = g({π·x, π·y}).
Here, the choice function is equivariant because the permutation actions are trivial,
or more loosely: there are no atoms to permute.

3. Equivariant choice, with atoms. Consider the nominal set A⊗ A of ordered pairs of
distinct atoms, thought of as a two-element lists. Then there is a natural equivariant
choice function which maps (a, b) to a.

Examples 2 and 3 might look silly, but in fact they are not. There is nothing inherently
non-equivariant about choice, even choosing elements involving atoms—if we do so
symmetrically, that is, if we do not have to create order on atoms to do so. In example 2
above, numbers are inherently ordered; in example 3 we assumed the order was packaged
with the input as a pair, so that we can canonically and equivariantly choose the ‘first
element’ of the pair.

Two more elaborate examples of equivariant choice functions are in Subsections 8.3.1
and 8.3.2. However, the principle on which they work remains the same (see Remark 8.11).

8.2. Denotation
Now we show how choice gets interpreted denotationally. Fix a model I.

Definition 8.6. A choice function εα is an equivariant function in Jα→oK → JαK which
satisfies:

1. (∀Iα • [a]z) ≈ z[a7→εα([a]¬z)] for every z ∈ JoK and a : α.
2. εα([a]z)[b 7→y] = εα([a](z[b 7→y])) for every z ∈ JoK and a : α, and every β, b : β, and
y ∈ JβK.
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Say that I has choice functions when it has a choice function for every α.
Remark 8.7. It may or may not be the case that εα can be represented internally in I in the
sense that there exists some family of elements xα ∈ J(α→o)→αK such that

xα • f = εα(f) for every f ∈ Jα→oK.

Suppose there is. Then we can interpret εα from Subsection 8.1 by taking εI

α = xα:
Theorem 8.8. If I has choice functions then it has maximisers (Definition 6.9).

Proof. It suffices to show that for every a : α and z ∈ JoK there exists some x with
z[a7→x] = ∀Iα • [a]z. We take x = εα([a]¬z).

8.3. The syntactic and functional models with choice functions
Theorems 7.11 and 7.25 suffice for interpreting hypersequents and the rules (α∗), (β∗),

(γ∗), and (δ−∗)—that is, up to but not including Section 4.
To interpret the (δX∗) rules from Definition 4.11, and thus to interpret maximising

hypersequents, we need models with maximisers. By Theorem 8.8 it suffices to show a
model has choice functions (Definition 8.6).

This can be accommodated in the syntactic model and is already present in the
functional model.20

8.3.1. Choice in the syntactic model
For the syntactic model, we use the syntax with choice εα from Definition 8.1. By

Theorem 8.8 it suffices to show that S has choice functions. We obtain this by replay-
ing the proofs of Subsection 7.1 for syntax and syntactic equivalence with choice =αβηε

from Definition 8.1; the extra axiom (stxε) from Definition 8.1 changes nothing in the
proofs above, and by construction we get a choice function, which maps [[a]φ]αβηε ∈ JoKS

equivariantly (by part 1 of Lemma 8.4) to [εa.φ]αβηε ∈ Jtype(a)KS.

8.3.2. Choice in the functional model
For the functional model (Definition 7.19) we construct a choice function by hand as

follows:
Definition 8.9. For each y ∈ Jα→oKF make some choice ε(y) of element x ∈ JαKF such
that y(x) = >, if such an x exists, and otherwise let ε(y) be any element of JαKF.

Define εα to map f ∈ Jα→oK to λς.ε(f(ς)) ∈ JαK. Thus,

εα(f)(ς) = ε(f(ς)).

Theorem 8.10. The family of functions εα : Jα→oK→JoK is a choice function in the sense of
Definition 8.6.

Proof. It suffices to check the following:

20. . .provided that your mathematical foundation includes the axiom of choice. If you are not sure whether
your foundation includes choice, then it does.
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1. Proof that π·(εα • f) = εα • (π·f). We just manipulate definitions, as follows:

(π·(εα • f))(ς) = (εα • f)(π-1·ς) Definition 7.15
= ε(f(π-1·ς)) Definition 8.9
= ε((π·f)(ς)) Definition 7.15
= εα • (π·f). Definition 8.9

2. Proof that (∀a.z) ≈ z[a7→εα([a]¬z)]. It suffices to show that (∀a.z)(ς) = > implies
(z[a7→εα([a]¬z)])(ς) = >. This follows by construction from Definition 8.9.

3. Proof that εα(f)[a7→g] = εα(f [a7→g]).

(εα(f)[a7→g])(ς) = εα(f)(ς[a:=g(ς)])
= ε(f(ς[a:=g(ς)]))

(εα(f [a 7→g]))(ς) = εα(f [a:=g])(ς)
= ε(f(ς[a:=g(ς)]))

Remark 8.11. From the point of view of equivariant choice, the construction of the max-
imising element εα(f) in Definition 8.9 is a glorified version of part 2 of Example 8.5: JαKF

from Definition 7.12 is an ‘ordinary set’ (or if the reader prefers; it is a nominal set with
the trivial action π·x = x), and we can choose elements from it freely without affecting
equivariance.

In contrast, the construction of the maximising element [εa.φ]αβηε in Subsection 8.3.1
resembles part 3 of Example 8.5: terms may certainly contain atoms and have a non-trivial
permutation action, but we can still choose a canonical maximising term εa.φ, and indeed,
that is precisely what ε is designed to provide.

9. Conclusions

We have presented a new, more abstract syntax and semantics for δ-rules. We are not
trying to be algorithmically efficient, but we are optimising for nice and compact syntax
and semantics. This is quite hard to get right using ordinary syntax and semantics (e.g.
using simply-typed λ-calculus and sets and functions between them). Instead we used
nominal terms and nominal sets.

The ‘nominal’ approach is based not on functions but on symmetric names. Thus,
nominal sets are sets with a group action, and nominal terms include variables X with
free atoms pms(X) that are considered to occur in X (e.g. the free atoms of X is pms(X))
but they occur in no particular order.21 As discussed in Remark 4.10, this gives the
nominal syntax an expressivity usually attained by Skolemisation or raising, but pms(X)
is not ordered (unlike arguments to a function) and the nominal semantics are first-order.

Nominal semantics may be unfamiliar, but they are fairly elementary; the technical
requirements are no greater than for other semantics. Open terms map directly to open
elements; and name-related aspects of nominal terms, like permutations and atoms-
abstraction, map directly to corresponding semantic operations on nominal sets.

Because of this, operations that we are accustomed to seeing only on syntax, like
substitution and binding, now also occur in the semantics.

21In [Gab12a] we argue that X is, in some abstract mathematical sense that we make formal, actually a
symmetry-breaking operation.
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The similarity of syntax and semantics can make it look like nothing is happening:
Definition 5.16 could be mistaken for a Hilbert axiomatisation; Definition 5.27 might
seem to just translate syntax trivially to semantics. But this is deceptive: Subsection 7.2
constructed a functional model, and if that model is least somewhat familiar, in [GM11] and
even more so in [Gab11b] we build (topological) models that are not derived from either
syntax or functions, in which substitution and abstraction are interpreted completely
independently of the apparatus of syntax and functions—and yet they still satisfy the
axioms and have a natural construction.

Thus when we have written z[a7→x] in this paper and read this ‘z with a replaced by
x’, this is an algebraic generalisation of substitution22 which operates on semantic objects.

What this contributes to proof-search is simplicity: proof-search is by design full
of different kinds of variables that interact in complex ways. Our denotation allows
us to interpret this directly—and in an implementation and algorithm-independent
manner—in semantics.

9.1. Nominal provenance of this paper
Proof-search. This paper pulls together ideas from a number of sources, notably the specific
view of proof-search represented for instance in [Wir04] (which uses a broadly higher-
order semantics for variable-dependency) and [Wir11] (which takes a more nominal
perspective).

Setting the specific application to proof-search aside for now: where does the under-
lying nominal machinery of this paper come from?

Nominal algebra and one-and-a-halfth order logic. The idea of equational axiomatisations of
mathematics in a nominal context goes back to nominal algebra, which was developed to
axiomatise capture-avoiding substitution and first-order logic [GM06b, GM06a], which
in turn goes back to the nominal rewrite systems of [FGM04, FG07].

This was developed further in [GM08b, GM08a]. In particular, the axiomatisation
in Figures 7 and 8 is a direct descendent of the one-and-a-halfth order logic of [GM06b,
GM08b]. This technology was used in [GM08c, GM10] to represent schemas of first-order
derivations.

In a nutshell: [GM08b] considered derivability in the presence of nominal unknowns
X , whereas [GM08c] also treated the proof-theory. This paper considers both of these,
and adds semantics for how we look for instantiations of the X .23

Permissive-nominal syntax. The work in [GM08c, GM10] motivated the development of
permissive-nominal terms, an idea which goes back to [DGM09b, DGM09a, DGM10]. This
is pulled together in [DG12a] to give a finite axiomatisation of substitution, first-order
logic, and arithmetic in permissive-nominal logic.

In all the above, there had been no explicit consideration of proof-search. It is simplistic,
but reasonable, to sum things up as follows: this paper uses the same basic syntactic (and
semantic; see below) ideas, but instead of studying, say, incomplete derivation schemas
(one-and-a-halfth order logic) or r = s (nominal algebra) or ∀X (permissive-nominal

22The axioms are in Figure 7. When reading this figure it is useful to recall the notation used in it, from
Notation 5.14.

23There is a little more to it than that. This paper treats a higher-order syntax; that is, we assume βη.
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logic), we study hypersequents and maximisation conditions X↑[a]φ, making X behave
explicitly like a proof-search variable.

Models. An investigation of models followed, in several styles. This includes translations
of theories in permissive-nominal syntax to higher-order terms [GM09b, DG12b]—see
also [LV12], which translates a simpler syntax and does not consider theories, but follows
the same general idea—and it includes the topological model of first-order logic [Gab11b]
mentioned above (essentially, a topological treatment of [GM08b] and of a first-order
version of Figures 7 and 8 from this paper).

Nominal Henkin semantics and permissive-nominal logic. Of most relevance to this paper
is the nominal Henkin semantics of [GM11], which considered nominal models of αβ-
equivalence. That and permissive-nominal logic [DG10, DG12a] are the most immediate
ancestors of this paper. So for the expert in nominal techniques we conclude with a brief
technical comparison of some specific design choices of these papers.

In [GM11] atoms and variables do not have a fixed type, so we need typing contexts.
This paper fixes a global typing context in Definition 2.3. Concretely that means that
Definitions 3.3 and 5.9 of [GM11] and the associated proofs have subscripts Γ (typing
contexts), whereas Definition 5.12 of this paper and the associated proofs, do not. This is
purely a design issue. The choice made here suffices for our needs and gives a cleaner
presentation.

Permissive-nominal logic syntax [DG10, DG12a] has, like this paper, a single fixed
typing (we called it a sorting). For instance Definition 3.20 of [DG12a] has no Γ subscripts,
like Definition 5.12 here. The major difference is that permissive-nominal logic sorts are
first-order: permissive-nominal logic has no function-sorts, and it has α-equivalence but
not the βη-equivalence from Figure 2. This is deliberate: permissive-nominal logic has a
quantifier ∀X and β- and η-equivalence are axiomatisable, which was part of the design
brief of permissive-nominal logic.

Of course the specifics of hypersequents, maximisation conditions, and application to
proof-search considered in this paper, are new to nominal techniques.

Variables as well-orderings of atoms. A word on the broader mathematical context. In
[Gab12a] we identify X with a well-ordering of pms(X). From this perspective, the
instantiation action for variables (Definition 2.27, in this paper) is a compact way to
present an infinite Skolemisation (Subsections 4.2 and 4.3 of Chapter 1 of [DGHP99] or
Definition 53 of Chapter 3 of [DGHP99]) or infinite raising (Section 5 of [Mil92]), or a de
Bruijn index [dB72].

Indeed if we take a1, . . . , an to be pms(X) in some order then intuitively X =αβη

fa1 . . . an where f = λa1. . . . λan.X . Instantiating X is like substituting f for a ‘closed
term’ of higher order (a term r with fa(r) = ∅).

However, X is not identical to Skolemisation:

• There is no order on pms(X) and the type of X does not change depending on its
permission set.
• The nominal semantics for atoms and atoms-abstraction are inherently first-order.

In [GM11] we illustrate this with a sound and complete Henkin semantics for
higher-order logic, resembling the semantics in Section 5. See also the first-order
meaning given to nominal atoms-abstraction in [GP01, Lemma 5.1].
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For a more general view see [DG10, DG12a, Gab12b]. To see nominal instantiation viewed
as an equivariant function see [Gab12b, Lemma 3.4.3] or [Gab12a, Lemma 2.33].

To see explicit translations of permissive-nominal theories to higher-order theories
based on these ideas, see [GM09b, DG12b]—in which it is clear how the nominal permu-
tative properties of atoms are lost in the translation [DG12b, Subsection 1.2].

9.2. Why permutations
In Remark 2.14 we justified the use of moderated variables π·X , and noted that (b a)·X

where b 6∈ pms(X) models the informal vernacular ‘t[y/x] where we take y not free in t’.
We noted that nominal techniques use permutations (b a) rather than the (more

natural—or rather, more familiar) atoms-renaming [b/a], or even substitution [a7→b].
Why? What are the advantages of the permutative model of names and binding?
The underlying point is that groups are a more restricted structure than monoids,

and they have inverses. Atoms-renamings and substitutions form monoids, and do not
always have inverses. As is often the case, favouring the more restricted class of structures
gives us better behaviour and more theorems.

We take a moment to list just two concrete ways in which that helps us:
Thanks to the use of a group of permutations instead of a monoid of atoms-renamings,

atoms can conveniently be identified with urelemente and their natural permutation
action on the Fraenkel-Mostowski sets universe. This is a fancy way of saying that nominal
sets from Section 5 are nice to work with.

Also, the permutation action of Definition 2.20 is directly definable on permissive-
nominal syntax without triggering α-conversions. Thus, the use of permutations allows
us to modularise the definitions; first defining the permutation action and then defining
α-equivalence (Definition 2.22), rather than having to define both by a simultaneous
induction, as would be the case if we used atoms-renamings.

This does not exhaust the advantages of the nominal treatment of names and bindings.
It gives a flavour of its convenience. In two words these are: modularity and foundations.

9.3. Future work
We hope this paper will provide a lingua franca for expressing constructs in proof-

search, and more generally for meta-variables in proofs. We can also hope that our
nominally symmetric models might help to develop new and improved algorithms, to
cross-check soundness of algorithms that are independently developed, or even to help
with the general design of theorem-provers.

In [DGM10, Gab12b] we allow infinite permission sets in terms (in this paper pms(X)
is taken to be a finite set of atoms). The benefit of allowing ‘larger’ permission sets is
not visible in this paper, but when we come to consider induction an infinite stock of
atoms may be useful to generate and name as many intermediate lemmas in inductive
derivations as we like. That is: in the presence of more complicated notions of derivation,
we may not discover all the atoms we require until after we have started constructing a
derivation. Thus, it might be useful to allow larger, infinite, permission sets. We might
even permit infinite permission sets directly in the semantics.

This is not a problem. Permissive-nominal techniques from [DGM10, DG12a, Gab12b]
already assume infinite permission sets. The finite permission sets of this paper are a
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useful simplification of that idea and they are all we need for now, but if required there
should be no difficulty in generalising to ‘larger’ infinite permission sets.

We have not considered completeness. The logic of this paper is higher-order, for
which incomplete semantics are standard. However our semantics resembles the nominal
Henkin semantics of [GM11] and our semantics might be complete for our rules—perhaps
modulo some simple adaptations.

In this paper we tried to be accessible to a broad spectrum of readers, who are not nec-
essarily experts in nominal techniques or even expert in proof-search. Attempting a proof
of completeness would have detracted from that, but it remains an interesting question.
Thus, for the mathematically and logically inclined, as well as for the implementor, there
remains much work to be done to extend and develop on these ideas.

We conclude with a technical point, but one which illustrates the flexibility of our
techniques. Our analysis of substitution is fairly simple-minded; we assume atoms-
abstraction [a]r and application rs and take r[a7→s] to be just ([a]r)s. This is fine for some
situations—for instance in a mathematical model such as this paper, or in a tactics-driven
theorem-prover—but there are other situations—for instance for a confluence proof, or
in a dependent type theory—where we might wish to distinguish between those reducts
that are there because we are trying to reduce, and those reducts that are there because
we have not yet reduced them. Then, we might like to introduce an explicit substitution.
This raises the question of what X[a7→r] should reduce to.

One answer is to allow simultaneous substitutions of atoms of terms and suspend
these on X (just as we currently suspend permutations as π·X). Another, equivalent but
perhaps more elegant answer, is to treat X as a tuple of the atoms in its permission set
and X[a 7→r] as that tuple with a replaced by r. More on this in [Gab12a].

For us, these questions are a feature and not a bug: our nominal syntax lets us be as
abstract, or as concrete, as we like. We can think about implementation if we want to, or
ignore it insouciantly if we do not. This is up to us.
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